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ABSTRACT
Recent flooding in the Atlanta metro area in Georgia, USA in September 2009
resulted in extensive damage to numerous bridges due to overtopping which caused
abutment scour and failure of the approach embankment in some instances. At
several locations, the 500-year flood level was exceeded. A laboratory study was
conducted to compare characteristics of abutment scour for free-surface flow,
submerged orifice flow and overtopping flow cases. Detailed bed scour contours
under and downstream of the bridge as well as velocity distributions were measured
for a model bridge with a set-back abutment in the floodplain of a compound channel.
The channel bathymetry and bridge geometry were based on a typical bridge in the
Piedmont region of Georgia. The embankment was constructed of an erodible core
covered with rock riprap protection. Results showed that maximum abutment scour is
a combination of local turbulence and flow contraction effects and has different
magnitudes depending on the flow types (free-surface, submerged orifice, and
overtopping) that produce unique flow fields through the bridge in the vicinity of the
abutment.
INTRODUCTION
Failure of bridges due to bridge foundation scour during floods has been well
documented (Parol a et al. 1998, Richardson and Davis 2001 , Morris and Pagan-Ortiz
1999). In many cases, the cause of failure has been classified as abutment scour
although there is no clear agreement on its definition. In current scour prediction
methodology as recommended by the report HEC-18 (Richardson and Davis 200 I),
abutment scour is treated as local scour near the abutment while contraction scour is
considered to be scour that occurs across the entire cross-section, and the two
estimates of maximum scour depth are added to obtain an estimate of total scour at
the abutment. In contrast, laboratory studies by Sturm (1999, 2006), Ettema et al.
(2006), and Ettema et al. (2008) on long abutments terminating on the floodplain of
compound channels, for example, have predicted abutment scour depth as a
multiplying factor times the idealized contraction scour depth as suggested by
Laursen (1963), but all of these studies have focused on the case of free-surface flow.
The latter studies by Ettema et al. are unique in that they include an erodible
embankment instead of a fixed embankment that is more representative of a
sheet-pile or riprap-protected abutment. Further confusing the issue of the definition
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of abutment scour is that extreme hydrologic events of the order of the SOO-year or
larger event can often result in submerged orifice flow, or embankment and bridge
overtopping flow in combination with submerged orifice flow . Submergence of the
upstream face of the bridge produces vertical flow contraction in addition to existing
lateral flow contraction caused by the embankment on the floodplain . The result is a
complex flow field in the vicinity of the abutment that results in a scour bathymetry
having characteristics of vertical and lateral flow contraction in combination with
local turbulence effects associated with the horseshoe vortex and a separated shear
zone near the face of the abutment.
Occurrences of floods of extreme magnitude may seem to be so rare as to
obviate the necessity of analysis but in 1994 (Tropical Storm Alberto) and again in
2009, such extreme floods occurred in Georgia resulting in widespread damage and
closure of bridges as well as loss of life. A typical embankment failure due to bridge
overtopping during flooding in September of 2009 is shown in Figure 1. This flood
event resulted from precipitation in the Atlanta metro area that exceeded the
SOO-year recurrence interval (personal communication, Mark Landers, USGS). Flow
coming from the left floodplain as well as overtopping of the bridge severely eroded
the left embankment, exposed the abutment and resulted in the approach span to the
bridge deck falling into the stream.

Figure 1. Example of abutment failure due to bridge overtopping
Given that embankment overtopping can and does occur, and may even be
allowed to occur if the abutment structure itself is designed to withstand failure, this
study is a preliminary consideration of the types of scour that are present in such
instances. For this purpose, a model of a typical bridge in the Georgia Piedmont with
an embankment terminating on the floodplain is used to investigate different modes
of scour in free-surface, submerged orifice, and overtopping flows . Previously, this
model was used to develop a laboratory modeling strategy for scour verified by
comparisons with field measurements of scour during an historic flood associated
with Tropical Storm Alberto (Hong and Sturm 2009) .
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The bridge chosen to be modeled in this study is located near Macon, Georgia
on the Towaliga River, which is a tributary of the Ocmulgee River. The bridge
crosses between two bluffs with a solid rock outcropping forming the steep right bank
just downstream of the bridge while a floodplain exists on the left side of the river.
The drainage area of the river at the bridge is 816 km2 Discharge was estimated as
1700 m 3/s by the U. S. Geological Survey for Tropical Storm Alberto (Stamey 1996).
A model of the SR 42 bridge and the Towaliga River bathymetry was built in the
Georgia Tech Hydraulics Laboratory at a scale of I :60 as shown in Figure 2.
Velocities and scour depths were measured in order to compare three types of flow:
free-surface flow, submerged orifice flow and overtopping flow.

Figure 2. Laboratory model of Towaliga River bridge
The physical model of the Towaliga River Bridge was built inside a 4.2 m
wide by 24.2 m long horizontal flume. The approach channel upstream of the bridge
was 7.3 m long followed by a working mobile-bed section with a length of
approximately 6.1 m in which the bridge model was placed. Templates were utilized
to reproduce the channel bathymetry. The embankment model was constructed as an
erodible fill with rock riprap protection in order to reproduce the influence of erosion
of the end roll on the abutment and pier scour in the region of the toe of the
embankment (Ettema et al. 2006). The erodible embankment was carefully
compacted by hand and covered with rip rap before putting the removable model
roadway and bridge deck in place. This approach was successful in maintaining the
general integrity of the embankment during overtopping as was observed in the
prototype.
The water supply to the flume was provided from a large constant-head tank
through a 30.5 cm diameter pipe that can deliver a maximum discharge of 0.3 m 3/s to
the head box of the flume . In the supply pipe, discharge was measured by a magnetic
flow meter with an uncertainty of ±O.OOI m3/s. A flow diffuser, overflow weir, and
baffles in the flume head box produced stilling of the inflow and a uniform flume
inlet velocity distribution . A flap tailgate controlled the tailwater elevation.
Approach velocities were measured with a SonTek 16 MHz acoustic Doppler
velocimeter (AD V) that was attached to an instrument carriage. A 3D down-looking
probe was used to measure velocity profiles across the deeper portions of the cross
section while a 2D side-looking probe was selected to measure velocity profiles in the
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shallow floodplain areas. The water depth and bed elevations before and after
scouring were measured by a point gauge and the ADV with an uncertainty of ±I
mm. The sampling frequency of the ADV was chosen to be 25 Hz with a sampling
duration of 2 minutes at each measuring location.
Each of the pier bents consists of two in-line rectangular columns having a
width, b, of 0.91 m. Abutment or end bents were also modeled and buried in the
erodible embankment which was protected by rock riprap. The bridge deck was made
removable for scour measurements. The mobile bed sediment was a uniform sand
with d50 = 0.53 mm. Further details on the experimental setup and the modeling
methodology can be found in Lee et al. 2004, Hong et al. 2009, Lee and Sturm 2009.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Experimental conditions for Runs 10-14 are summarized in Table 1.
Preliminary HEC-RAS modeling indicated that the maximum velocity under the
bridge in the left floodplain would occur at Q = 1275 m 3 /s with subsequent increases
in discharge contributing primarily to overtopping relief. On the other hand,
submerged orifice flow was observed to occur first at Q = 1048 m3Is as Q increased.
Experimental Runs 10 and 14 were conducted at Q = 1048 m 3 Is with the same
tailwater elevation but with and without the bridge deck in place in order to compare
submerged orifice flow and free surface flow . The discharge was increased to 1275
m3Is in Run 11 to consider the case of initial overtopping with a shallow flow depth
on the deck. In Run 14, discharge was increased to 1472 m 3/s for deeper overtopping
and then compared with free surface flow at the same discharge in Run 13 by
removing the deck. In each case, the tail water appropriate to the given discharge was
set to coincide with the field tailwater rating curve.
Table 1. Experimental conditions
(Q =discharge, Vim = mean approach flow velocity in main channel, Vem=critical
velocity in main channel, ~ / = mean approach flow velocity in floodplain,
Vel =critical velocity in floodplain, W.S.d = water surface elevation downstream of
brid~e2

Q
(m3/s)

Vcm
(m/s)

~

VI I

Vel

VI I

(m/s)

Vcm

(m/s)

(m/s)

Vel

W.S·d
(m)

10

1,048

0.98

2.44

0.402

0.75

2.26

0.333

134.29

14

1,048

0.98

2.44

0.402

0.75

2.26

0.333

134.29

11

1,275

1.00

2.49

0.402

0.83

2.31

0.359

134.47

12

1,472

1.05

2.48

0.425

0.90

2.31

0.390

135.93

13

1,472

1.05

2.48

0.425

0.90

2.31

0.390

135.93

Run

VIlli

Condition
Submerged
orifice flow
Free flow
Overtopping
flow
Overtopping
flow
Free flow
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The velocity distribution at the approach flow section is shown in Figure 3 for
Run 10 in submerged orifice flow. The velocities are higher in the main channel than
the floodplain as expected for an overbank flow, but the relative difference decreases
as the discharge increases as observed in Table I by comparing VIlli and VII
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Figure 3. Measured velocity distribution in main channel and
floodplain at bridge approach section for Run 10.

For each experimental condition, the scour experiments were run continuously
for approximately five days to reach equilibrium. At the end of the scour experiment,
the bed elevations were measured at six cross sections from the upstream to th e
downstream face of the bridge. The bed elevation data were adjusted to remove local
pier scour (Hong et al. 2006), and the average floodplain elevation at each cross
section was computed and plotted as a function of the streamwise coordinate through
the bridge as shown in Figure 4. For both free-surface flow and submerged orifice
flow with and without overtopping, the average floodplain contraction component of
abutment scour increases with the streamwise coordinate through the bridge. The
maximum value occurs near the second pier for free surface flow (Runs 13 and 14),
while for submerged flows (Runs 10 and 12) it is located immediately downstream of
the bridge, although a value similar to the maximum also occurs for overtopping flow
at a distance of approximately 60 percent of the flow distance through the bridge. It is
also clear from Figure 4 that submergence and overtopping add a significant
increment of scour to the free- surface flow cases which include only the lateral
contraction effect of the embankment. The largest mean floodplain scour depths
through the bridge are observed for Run 12 at the maximum flow rate with
overtopping.
The mean floodplain flow depth under the bridge after scour was obtained
from a spatial integration of the bed profiles in Figure 4 relative to the water surface
elevation. The mean depth values are given as Y2jc in Table 2 and nondimensionalized
in terms of the approach flow depth on the floodplain, Y lj. The value of Y2jc represents
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Figure 4. Mean floodplain bed elevations under the
bridge after pier scour adjustment
a mean contraction/abutment scour depth on the floodplain caused by lateral flow
contraction due to the floodplain flow being blocked by the embankment and forced
through the bridge opening, and by vertical flow contraction in the case of
submergence and overtopping. In addition to Y2!e, the local maximum flow depth
Y2finax was determined after removal of the local pier scour from the bed elevation
data and is reported in Table 2. The excess of Y2fin"x relative to Y2! c is the local scour
contribution to abutment scour that can be attributed to the turbulence structures
induced by flow separation including the horseshoe vortex and shear zone vortices
around the nose of the abutment.
The dimensionless scour ratios Y2ji'/ Y I! and Y2!m{uI YI! from Table 2 are plotted
in Figure 5 as a function of VI}IV'J, which is the ratio of the approach flow velocity in
the floodplain to the critical velocity for sediment motion. For both the maximum and
mean values of Y21Y I there is an increase in going from submerged orifice flow to a
minor overtopping flow (Run 11) followed by a decrease at the larger overtopping
depth and flow as VI/Ve! increases. The minor overtopping flow is insufficient to
provide relief from the submerged orifice flow passing through the bridge so the
scour increases, but as the proportion of the flow that is overtopping increases at the
larger overtopping flow rate, there is a corresponding decrease in scour depth through
the bridge. The maximum abutment scour ratio is approximately a constant of 1.2
times the contribution of the contraction scour ratio to abutment scour; that is
(I)
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Table 2. Experimental results for mean and maximum flow depths after scour
(Q =discharge, V; / =approach flow velocity in floodplain, Vcr =critical velocity m
floodplain,

~/ =

approach flow depth in floodplain , Y2 /c = mean contraction flow

depth under bridge after pier scour adjustment, Y2 /

mlX

=

flow depth at point of

maximum abutment scour)
~/
(m)

(m)

(m)

Flow
Condition

10

1,048

0.333

5.126

7.312

9.040

1.426

1.763

Submerged orifice
flow

14

1,048

0.333

5.126 6.410

7.855

1.250

1.532

Free flow

11

1,275

0.359

5.906 9.894

12.116

1.675

2.052

Overtopping flow

12

1,472

0.390

5.946

9.339

11.083

1.571

1.864

Overtopping flow

13

1,472

0.390 5.946

7.861

9.153

1.322

1.539

Free flow
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Figure 5. Maximum and mean relative flow depth ratios after
scour for submerged and overtopping flow vs. free-surface flow
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In other words, Eq. I states that the maximum abutment scour is a mUltiple of
the mean flow-contraction contribution. Eq. I also holds for the maximum and mean
depth ratios for the free- surface flow cases shown in Figure 5. The ratio of 1.2 in Eq.
I is not necessarily expected to be a constant because this study considers only a
fixed embankment length with a relatively small variation in the degree of flow
contraction; rather, it is a confirmation that total abutment scour can be considered a
multiple of contraction scour effects instead of an addition of local and contraction
scour components that are incorrectly assumed to be independent. In this analysis, it
is the actual contraction scour used as a reference value for abutment scour rather
than the idealized long contraction scour. Finally, it can be observed in Figure 5 that a
comparison of the mean depth ratios for submerged and overtopping flows with those
for free- surface flows indicates a significant amount of additional scour caused by
vertical flow contraction due to submergence and overtopping relative to lateral flow
contraction in free-surface flow.
The location of the maximum abutment scour was found to be opposite the
downstream edge of the abutment face between the first two pier bents starting from
the embankment toe; that is, it was under the bridge deck. Its location was fairly
consistent for all three types of flow considered in this study. Further research is
continuing on this aspect of the problem.
CONCLUSIONS
A physical model study of inundation of a bridge embankment that terminates
in the floodplain of a compound channel showed that lateral flow contraction, vertical
flow contraction, and local turbulence effects all contribute to scour in the vicinity of
the abutment. Scour at first increased in transitioning from submerged orifice flow to
mild deck submergence but then decreased as the degree of submergence became
more pronounced. This suggests that scour design procedures should include
consideration of several overtopping cases in addition to submerged orifice flow.
Using the procedures described in this paper, abutment scour is shown to be a
combination of lateral and vertical flow contraction effects in addition to local scour
influences and can be computed as a multiple of the contraction component of scour
in the cases of submerged and overtopping flows as well as free-surface flows.
Additional data are needed to confirm this relationship for a wider range of
embankment lengths and flow contraction ratios.
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ABSTRACT
The presence of unstable soils, i.e. soils in which suffusion can arise, is a
potential risk to structures under which seepage occurs. It is therefore necessary to
clearly identifY unstable soils and to estimate hydraulic gradients at which erosion
may start. An experimental study was carried out to quantifY critical hydraulic
gradients of unstable soils with respect to vertical upward and horizontal flow. It was
found that critical gradients for unstable soils lie in the range of 0.2 both for vertical
and horizontal flow, with a small dependence on the relative density. For nearly
stable soils a strong effect of the relative density on the critical hydraulic gradients
was found. Also, the "more stable" a soil is, the greater the difference of critical
gradients for vertical and horizontal flow. The obtained results are compared to the
results of other researchers.
INTRODUCTION
In the risk assessment of potential damage to dams or barrages the
consideration of erosion processes in connection with under-seepage of such
structures is of great significance. This is particularly valid if the subsoil consists of
unstable soils. These are non-cohesive soils with a large uniformity index (nonuniform soils with uniformity index e u >5 to 10) or irregular grain size distributions.
In such soils erosion, i.e. transport of soil grains, starts at much lower hydraulic
gradients than in soils with regular grain size distribution. The result of the erosion
process is the wash-out of the frne-grained portion of the soil (suffusion). It has not
been clear how important the effect of the soil gradation on the critical gradients in
vertical and horizontal direction is and how it depends on the soil composition and its
relative density. Special testing devices were therefore designed to investigate the
erosion phenomenon dependent on the above mentioned factors.
OVERVIEW OF THE STATE OF THE ART
To assess whether suffusion is possible, in general the composition of the soil
and the geometry of the pore channels have to be considered. Suffusion is only
possible if the grains of the fine soil can pass through the pores of the coarse soil
matrix. Since the pore channel geometry cannot be exactly measured, the assessment
is based on the grain size distribution only. If the "geometric" criterion yields the
result that suffusion is possible, i.e. the soil is potentially unstable, the minimum
hydraulic gradient necessary to cause erosion and to transport the fine soil grains has
to be assessed by a "hydraulic" criterion.
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Geometric criteria
Suffusion is the transport and wash-out of the fine grains of a soil through the
grain skeleton formed by the coarse parts: it can be considered as a contact erosion
process (i.e. the wash-out of a fine soil through the pores of an adjacent coarse soil
layer) between the fine and coarse parts of the soil. Based on this consideration,
Kezdi (1979) proposed splitting up the grain size distribution of a soil into two
distributions of the fine and coarse parts, and assessing the stability by Terzaghi ' s
well-known contact erosion criterion applied to the two distributions. This criterion,
also known as Terzaghi 's filter rule, is formulated as follows:
(I)

with dc. ls = grain diameter for which 15% of the grains by weight of the
coarse soil are smaller and d r.ss = grain diameter for which 85% of the grains by
weight of the fine soil are smaller.
The Terzaghi criterion is valid only for poorly graded soil. To avoid this
limitation, in the German guideline BA W (1989) the splitting method is
recommended in combination with the CistiniZiems contact erosion criterion (see
e.g. in Semar & Witt 2006), which is also applicable to non-uniform soils. In general,
the grain size distribution has to be split up at several points and the resulting fine
and coarse soils have to be assessed with the contact erosion criterion.
Kenney and Lau (1985) proposed transforming the ordinary grain size
distribution curve to a F-H diagram. Here F is the mass percentage of grains with
diameters less than a particular diameter d and H is the mass percentage of grains
with diameters between d and 4d (Fig. 1). In the first version HIF 2:: 1.3 was proposed
as stability criterion. In a foIIowing publication (Kenney and Lau 1986), the less
conservative requirement HIF 2:: 1.0 was recommended for use.
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Figure 1. Geometrical suffusion criterion after Kenney and Lau (1985).
In principle, both the Kezdi and the Kenney & Lau criteria require a
minimum inclination of the grain size distribution curve. Chapuis (1992) stated that
the Kezdi criterion means that "the slope of the grain-size distribution is flatter than
15% per four times change in grain size", i.e. H ~ 0.15 for all F values. In contrast,
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for the Kenney & Lau criterion the required minimum inclination is dependent on F.
Both criteria are depicted in Fig. 2 and the test results of several authors regarding
the internal stability of soils are presented. Fig. 2 shows that all soils with points
lying above the Kenney & Lau line are stable and all soils with points lying below
the Kezdi line are unstable. Soils with points lying in the "transition zone" (H > F <
0.15 and 0.15 < H < F) can obviously be either stable or unstable. Li & Fannin
(2008) proposed using the Kenney & Lau criterion for well-graded soils and the
Kezdi criterion for a gap-graded soil.
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Figure 2. Compilation of test results and comparison with criteria of Kezdi and
of Kenney & Lau.
For the application of the Kezdi criterion the grain size distribution has to be
split up at several points and the resulting grain size distribution have to be checked
with respect to contact erosion criteria. Usually the most unfavourable combination
of fine and coarse soil results when the split-off point lies in the region of a small
inclination of the grain size distribution. Thus, in a simplified application, the split
can be done only at the point where HIF becomes a minimum ((HlF)min). The ratio of
dc,l; and d cs ; found for the curve splitting at that point is denoted in the following as
(d c,ls /d r,S5)mod. With respect to Eq, (1), this value has to be less than 4 to indicate
internal stability of the soil considered,

Hydraulic criteria
For an upward seepage flow through a stable soil without surface load the
critical hydraulic gradient can be derived as follows (e,g, Terzaghi and Peck 1961):
.
lv,erit

=

y,
Yw

(2)

Here y' and Yw are the soil's buoyant unit weight and the unit weight of water,
respectively.
Istomina (1957) - cited in Busch et al. (1993) - carried out tests with various
soils under vertical upward flow and proposed estimating the critical hydraulic
gradient dependent on the uniformity index of the soil (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Critical hydraulic gradient for upward flow with respect to suffusion
after Istomina (Busch et al. 1993).
Adel et al. (1988) carried out tests with stable and unstable soils (with regard
to the Kenney & Lau criterion) under horizontal seepage flow. They detenruned
critical hydraulic gradients of ih.crit = ca. 0.2 for three unstable soils with (HIF)min <
0.5. For two soils with (HIF)min = 1.3 the critical gradients were between 0.6 and 0.7
and for a definitely stable soil with (HIF)min = 1.8 the critical gradient was ca. 1.0.
The results are depicted in Fig. 4.
Skempton and Brogan (1994) carried out tests with upward flow to determine
the critical hydraulic gradients for unstable soils. They found that the values can be
only one third to one fifth of the theoretical value according to Eq. (2). They
presented the results for both vertical upward and horizontal flow (determined by
Adel et al. 1988, see above) dependent on the (HIF)min-value of the soil and
suggested the connection shown in Fig. 4. Obviously, for unstable soils the difference between the vertical and the horizontal critical hydraulic gradient is rather
small.
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Figure 4. Relation between critical hydraulic gradient and (H/F)min proposed by
Skempton and Brogan (1994).
Wan and Fell (2008) investigated 14 c1ay-silt-sand-gravel and silt-sandgravel mixtures and found critical gradients for unstable soils less than 0.5. They also
found that tendentially smaller values apply to soils in a loose state than to soils in a
dense state.
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Moffat and Fannin (2006) investigated the effect of vertical load acting on the
sample' s surface for unstable soils. They found that the critical gradients increased
with an increase of the surface load.
EXPERIMENTS
Five different non-cohesive soils were tested in specially developed test
devices under upward and horizontal seepage flow. The hydraulic gradient was
increased slowly and gradually in order to identify the critical gradient at which
erosion begins. The initial relative density of the soils was varied in the tests.
The grain size distributions of the five soils are shown in Fig. 5 and the
relevant soil parameters are given in Table I . The soils Al and A2 are fine to
medium and medium to coarse sands, respectively, which are poorly graded and
stable with respect to all geometric criteria (Kenney & Lau parameter (HIF)min = 4.4
and 5.93 , respectively). The soils EI , E2 and E3 are gap-graded soils, which were
produced artificially . E2 and E3 are clearly unstable soils, whereas E I has an
(HfF)min value of 1.1 and lies on the border between the stable and unstable region
with regard to the Kenney & Lau criterion. Applying the Kezdi criterion with
(dc.lsld f.8S)mod < 4 also leads to a close decision regarding internal stability.
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Figure 5. Grain size distributions of the soils used in the experiments.
Table 1. Properties of the soils used in the experiments
A2
2.65
0. 32

Soil
EI
2.65
0.34

E2
2.65
0.27

E3
2.65
0.3 1

OA3

OA2

OAO

3.0
1.0

7.0
3.3
LlO
3.30

13 .9
6.7
0.20
7.20

OA2
23A

Property
Density of grains p, rtlm 31
Minimum Q9rosity n min
Maximum porosity n" "
Uniformity index C"
Index of Curvature C,
(HJF)min

(d c Is/d f RS ) mod

Al
2.65

OAO
0.52
2.1
LO
5.93
1.31

4A4
L50

13.8
0.03
14AO
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Experiments with upward flow
A photographic view and a schematic drawing of the test device for vertical
upward flow are shown in Fig. 6. The soil sample with a diameter of 28.5cm and a
height of 30cm was subjected to a gradually increased vertical hydraulic gradient.
During the test, the water discharge and the water pressures along the sample ' s
height were recorded almost continuously.

sea ling

sa mple
sealing

--+

intake of
de-aired water

Figure 6. Test device for vertical upward flow.
The placement of the sample was carried out by pluviation under water. To
prevent entrapped air falsifYing the test results, the water was de-aired by boiling and
cooled down to the test temperature of 20°C. A soil mass chosen with respect to the
desired relative density was pluviated into the test box and compaction was then
carried out by vibrating the box until the desired sample level was reached.
The determination of the critical hydraulic gradient was done by noting the
water discharge and the filter velocity of the water flow, respectively. An example is
shown in Fig. 7. For the internally stable soil (Fig. 7 left) the onset of erosion is
connected with an immediate increase in the flow velocity and thus the permeability.
Some grain movements on the sample surface already occur at smaller hydraulic
gradients, but this does not lead to erosion. For the unstable soil (Fig. 7 right) the
change in the permeability is more continuous. From a certain hydraulic gradient on,
a strongly increased mass transport and a significant increase of the flow velocity
was observed. At this state, the critical gradient was determined.

Experiments with horizontal flow
In order to grasp the directional dependence of the critical hydraulic
gradients, tests with horizontal seepage flow were also carried out. A photographic
view and a schematic drawing of the test device used are shown in Fig. 8. The
sample had a cross section of lOcm x 30cm and was seeped horizontally on a sample
length of 60cm. The placement of the material was again done by pluviation in deaired water with the test box standing in a 90° rotated position. The sieve fabrics
located at both ends of the sample were so chosen that a transport of the fine soil
parts was possible.
The hydraulic gradients were increased slowly and gradually and the water
discharge and the mass of eroded fines were observed almost continuously. In both
curves a significant change was observed at a particular hydraulic gradient, i.e. a
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significant change in the permeability and an increase in the transported soil mass. At
this point the critical hydraulic gradient was recorded.
TEST RESULTS
Vertical upward flow
The experimentally determined hydraulic gradients for upward flow are given
in Fig. 9, dependent on the initial relative density of the soil samples.
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For the stable soils Al and A2 the obtained critical gradients agree quite well
with the theoretical values according to Eq. (2). In fact, slightly lower values were
found with a maximum deviation of about 10%, which might be a result of
unavoidable heterogeneities of the samples.
For the clearly unstable soils E2 and E3 very small critical gradients between
0.18 and 0.23 were measured. There is only a small dependence on the relative
density of the sample. On the contrary, for soil EI , which is on the border between
stable and unstable, a clear dependence of the critical hydraulic gradient on the
relative densities was found. For a very dense state the critical hydraulic gradient is
about double the value determined for a medium dense state. However, the value for
very dense state is also significantly smaller than the theoretical critical hydraulic
gradient from Eq. (2). Thus, soil E I has to be classified as potentially unstable.
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Figure 9. Critical gradients determined for vertical upward flow.
Fig. 10 shows the critical hydraulic gradients determined for the unstable
soils dependent once on (HIF)min and once on (dc.ls/df.8S)mod. The values obtained by
Skempton and Brogan (1994) for dense sand are also depicted. The dependence on
(HIF)min suggested by Skempton and Brogan is confirmed, with the exception of the
nearly stable soil EI, where the critical gradient is very much dependent on the initial
relative density. There is also a connection of the critical hydraulic gradients with the
parameter (dc. ls/df.85 )mod, but the scatter here is slightly larger. The trend lines in Fig.
II right are suggested curves regarding the effect of relative density. Evidently, the
"more stable" a soil is, the more important the relative density.
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Figure 10. Critical gradients dependent on instability parameters.
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Horizontal flow
In Fig. 11 the experimentally determined critical hydraulic gradients with
regard to horizontal flow are presented dependent on the parameter (dc.ls/dr.8s)mod.
The critical gradients for vertical flow are also given.
Tendentially, the critical gradient for horizontal flow is slightly smaller than
the one for upward flow. However, the "more unstable" a soil is, the smaller the
difference, and thus the smaller the critical vertical gradient. For the unstable soils E2
and E3 even slightly higher horizontal than vertical critical gradients were obtained
for dense and very dense initial states. In that respect it has to be considered that in
the case of vertical flow the sample surface was free and thus a certain loosening of
the sample was possible due to the seepage forces acting, which of course favours
internal erosion. This might also be the reason for the stronger dependence of
horizontal critical gradients on the sample's relative density.
The results of Adel et al. (1988) with critical horizontal gradients of around
0.2 for unstable soils are confirmed by the tests. Unfortunately, Adel et al. did not
document the relative density of the soil in their tests.
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Figure 11. Comparison of critical gradients for vertical upward and horizontal
flow.

CONCLUSIONS
The tests reported here show that for clearly unstable sands, i.e. with
(HIF)min-values significantly smaller than 1.0, the critical hydraulic gradients for
upward flow lie at around 0.2 with only a slight dependence on the initial relative
density. Also, the critical gradients for horizontal flow are nearly the same as those
for vertical flow.
For clearly stable soils, e.g. poorly graded sands, the critical gradients for
horizontal flow are significantly smaller than the critical gradients for vertical flow.
Sands which lie on the border between stable and unstable soils behave in a
special way. For such a soil a distinct dependence of critical hydraulic gradients on
the relative density was found. It can be concluded that the decision whether such a
soil is stable or potentially unstable requires consideration of the compaction state.
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ABSTRACT
In order to get a better understanding of the interaction between the waveinduced, near-bed oscillatory flow, the stone cover and the sea bed, physical model
tests were carried out. The tests were conducted in an oscillating water tunnel. The
bottom of the tunnel was covered by one, two and three layers of stones. The flow
velocities in the pores of the stones were measured using LDA (Laser Doppler
Anemometer). In addition to the velocity measurements, the bed shear stresses were
also measured using a hotfilm (Constant Temperature Anemometry).
It is found that the boundary layer of the outer flow penetrates quite a
substantial amount of thickness into the stone cover, depending on the flow
conditions above. Below this level the velocity remains constant. The level of
turbulence in between the stones is found to be very high: 3 to 4 times higher than
turbulence level over a ripple covered bed in steady current boundary layer without
any externally generated turbulence. The bed shear stress is found to be very low,
more than ten times smaller than in the case of a smooth base bottom without stone
cover.
INTRODUCTION
Stone covers have been used for scour protection of offshore structures for
decades. This was also the case for many of the offshore wind farms erected during
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the last decade. These wind fanns are located in shallow waters and some of them
are exposed to high waves and strong currents. Under these extreme conditions the
scour protection of the wind turbines suffered unacceptable damages. One of the
reasons for these damages to the scour protection could be the heavy wave action.
The purpose of the present study is to gain a better understanding of the
interaction between the wave-induced near-bed flow and a stone cover, with the
focus on the flow through the pores of the stone cover layer. A significant amount of
flow and turbulence was measured for all three cases, namely one, two, and three
layers of stones, covered in the tests.
SETUP
General description
The experiments were conducted in an oscillatory water tunnel with a
rectangular working section of 29 cm height and 39 cm width . The horizontal
working section of the oscillator is 10 m. Both ends of the horizontal part of the
oscillator are connected to a vertical riser. One of the risers is open, while the other
is closed and connected to a pneumatic system. During the experiments the bottom
of the working section was covered with crushed stones. One, two and three layers
of stones were tested. A sketch of the setup is shown in Figure I.

Closed riser
-- Air

Open riser
I

39cm

D

Secti on

.

- - + - --

29cm

Pressure

-t!:aulle
- \
,Qjrn

5.301 - - +2.2111

Valve

Pneumatic system
Figure 1 Sketch of the oscillating water tunnel.
The velocities were measured using a two component Laser Doppler
Anemomenter (LDA). The LDA system consisted of a 300mW argon-ion laser
exciter, Dantec Dynamics LDA-04 System, Dantec Dynamics 55H21 Frequency
tracker, Dantec Dynamics 55NII Frequency shifter and a laser probe with focal
length of 310 mm (in air) . To record the direction of the flow a pressure cell was
placed at the bottom of the open riser.
The velocity measurements were made through the transparent side wall of
the tunnel. The velocities above the stone layer were measured at the center line of
the tunnel to reduce the effects of secondary flows due to the rectangular cross
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section of the tunnel. It was not possible to measure at the center line in the pores of
the stone layer as the stones between the LDA probe and the pores at the center line
would block the laser beams. For this reason the velocities in the pores between the
stones were measured adjacent to the side wall. The sample frequency for the
velocities and pressure measurements was 70 Hz, and 40 waves were recorded at
each measuring point.
Three experiments have been conducted measuring the bed shear stress
under three layers of stones. A one-component Dantec hot-film probe was used to
measure the bed shear stress. It was mounted flush with the base bottom, and located
15.4 cm from the side wall, at the test section, and calibrated using a calibration
channel. A detailed description of the measurement technique is given in Sumer et al.
(1993).
The stones had a mean height of k=36 mm with a standard deviation of9 mm.
The height was measured by taking a random sample of 50 stones placed on the
bottom of the tunnel, then the stone height was measured as the vertical distance
from the bottom of the tunnel to the top of the stones.

Horizontal Position of the Velocity Measurements
The velocity measurements in the pores between the stones are affected by the
horizontal position of the measurements. Nevertheless, measurements at the vertical
line through the center of the pore would be a sensible option. However, due to the
irregularities of the stones, the center of the pore is very hard to define. For this
reason the "centroid" of the pore is defmed, as in the following (Figure 2):
1. The points of contact A and B between the horizontal projection of two
adjacent stones and the side wall of the tunnel are identified.
2. The location of point C: The middle point between points A and B, is found.
3. The horizontal line through point C, perpendicular to the line between A and
B, intersects the horizontal projection of the two stones at point D.
4. The centroid P is defined as the middle point between points C and D.
The velocity was measured across the vertical line passing through point P. Twenty
different pores were measured.

Side wall
Figure 2 Definition of the centroid, plan-view.
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TEST CONDITIONS
The maximum free stream velocity in the experiment was limited by the
stability of the stones. The stones were stable for velocities smaller than
approximately 1.1 m/s; free stream velocities larger than this would cause
movements of the stones which were unacceptable for the experiment. To ensure
stability for the stones a free stream velocity of approximately 1.0 m/s was used for
the experiments (1.0 m/s for one layer of stones, 0.95 m/s for two layers of stones
and 0.96 m/s for three layers of stones).
The wave period was governed by the natural frequency of the oscillation in
the tunnel, as a wave period very different from the natural period of the tunnel
wou ld "contaminate" the velocity signal. The natural period of the flume was
measured to be between 9.73 sand 10.02 s for no stones and 3 layers of stones,
respectively. As the difference between the natural periods is small, the wave period
was kept constant at T=9 .73 s for all the experiments.
RESULTS
The velocities are phase and "pore" averaged; first the velocities are
averaged over N w=40 wave periods:
I

Nw

N il'

11 ",, 1

u(y ,wt) = -:2>(y ,W(1 + (n -1)T))

(I)

where u is the measured horizontal, streamwise velocity in position P (see Figure 2)
and elevation y (fixed), w is the angular frequency of the oscillatory flow and t is the
time. Then they are averaged over the Np=20 measured pores:
1

N"

U(y, WI) =-Lu(m,y,wt)
Np m=l

(2)

wt=O° is defined as the zero-up-crossing 1D the streamwise velocity in the field
above the stones.
The phase- and pore-averaged horizontal velocities for three layers of stones
are shown in Figure 3. The velocities are almost constant, for the particular phases,
up to 6 to 7 cm above the base bottom then they increase towards the top of the
stone cover. The region between y=6-7 cm and the top of the stones is influenced by
the outer flow. The constant velocity layer is independent of the boundary,
regardless of the number of stone layers. There will of course be a thin boundary
layer at the base bottom.
There is a slight difference in the magnitude of the positive and the negative
horizontal velocities. This is caused by the steady streaming induced by the
convergent/divergent flow at the inlets from the risers, see Sumer et al. (1993a). This
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is also influencing the vertical velocities.
Due to the rectangular shape of the cross section of the tunnel, a secondary
flow will appear in the cross section causing an upward-directed flow adjacent to the
side wall. These secondary flows are directly linked to the streamwise flow; the
larger the streamwise flow, the larger the secondary flows. As seen in Figure 4 there
is a general upward directed flow in the pores. However, this is larger for the phases
from wt=O° to wt=90° than for the phases of wt= 180° to wt=250°. The reason is that
the streamwise velocity is larger for the phases from wt=O° to wt=90° than from
wt=180° to wt=250° , as seen in Figure 3.
The phase- and pore-averaged horizontal velocities for two layers of stones
are shown in Figure 5. As in the case of three layers of stones, the boundary layer
flow over the stone cover in the outer flow penetrates into the stone cover over a
depth of 4 cm below which the velocity remains constant, the constant velocity layer.
11

10
x OJt=OO

+ wt=45 °
<1 0)1=90°
0 ffit=1 35°

~
4

-?oo

0

0)1=180°

f',.

(0(=210°

0 wt=250o

-50

o

50

100

U [emf s]

Figure 3 The velocity profiles of horizontal phase- and pore-averaged velocities.
Three layers of stones. Dashed line: The average height of the stones.
The phase- and pore-averaged horizontal velocities for one layer of stones
are shown in Figure 6. As in the cases of three and two layers of stones the outer
boundary layer penetrates into the stone layer. In this case down to 1 cm above the
base bottom. This shows that the constant velocity layer has become rather thin and
it is expected, in the analogy with the two and three layer cases .
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Figure 4 The velocity profiles of vertical phase- pore-averaged mean velocities.
Three layers of stones. Dashed line: The average height of the stones.
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Figure 5 The velocity profiles of horizontal phase- and pore-averaged mean
velocities. Two layers of stones. Dashed line: The average height of the stones.
As seen from Figure 3, Figure 5 and Figure 6, the horizontal velocities are
significantly larger in the case of three layers of stones than in the case of one and
two layers of stones. The level of turbulence is not influenced by this effect.
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Figure 6 The velocity prolLIes of horizontal phase- and pore-averaged mean
velocities. One layer of stones. Dashed line: The average height of the stones.
The phase- and pore-averaged horizontal turbulent velocities for three layers
of stones are shown in Figure 7. The turbulent velocity is defined as :
U , (y, Wl) =

L;:~ [u'U,y,Wl)]'

="'--'--'-------'----

Np

(3)

where N p is the number of pores, u' is the measured oscillatory component of the
horizontal velocity and y is the vertical position. The turbulent velocities are very
large over the entire stone cover. At the top of the stone cover they are between 7
and 12 cmls decreasing to 2.5 to 4 cmls 1 cm above the base bottom. The turbulent
velocities are almost constant in the constant velocity layer.
The phase-average of the bed shear stresses under three layers of stones are
shown in Figure 8. The bed shear stresses were measured in three different layouts
of the stones. The bed shear stresses measured in pore 1 and 2 were measured in the
middle of the horizontal projection of a pore. In the case of pore 3 there was an
offset in the streamwise direction. As seen in the figure the bed shear stress in pore 3
has a peak between 250° and 310° there is around 4 to 5 times higher than the bed
shear stress measured in the two other pores. The reason for this can be the offset of
the measuring position or the actual layout of the stones around the measuring point.
The bed shear stress is varying between 0.06 and 0.97 cm 2/s2 This is a very
low bed shear stress. For example Jensen et al. (1989) reported bed shear stresses up
to around 10 cm 2/s2 for an undisturbed oscillatory flow over a smooth bed with
U",o=0.45 mls. However, if the critical Shields number is reached for sediment under
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the stone protection a high rate of bed load is expected, due to the high level of
turbulence. Sands with grain size of O.OS to 0.1 nun will be unstable under the
measured bed shear stress, assuming a critical Shields parameter of 0.03 and s=2.6S.
Fig. 14 in Sumer et al. (2003) gives the dimensionless bed load discharge as function
of the Shields parameter for different levels of turbulence near the bottom. The
dimensionless bed load discharge in Sumer et al. (2003) is defined as:
(4)
where q is the discharge, g is the acceleration due to gravity, s is the specific gravity
of the sediment and d50 is the mean size of the sediment. The dimensionless level of
turbulence near the bottom is in the same publication defined as:
(S)
where Ufo is the friction velocity at the bottom, U jb = ~ro I p .
2 ,-------------------,
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+ 00(=45°
<l ",[=90°
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6 wl=21 0o
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o
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%~----~----~IO~---~15
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Figure 7 The horizontal phase- and pore-averaged turbulent velocities for
different phase values. Three layers of stones.
A representative dimensionless peak level of turbulence will then be around

6 (wt=4S o, Us=4 cmls and r/p=O.S cm2/s2), see Figure 7 and Figure 8. The highest
values of the dimensionless turbulence level given in Sumer et al. (2003) are 2.S to
2.7S. Using this and assuming that the Shields parameter reach 0.06 will give a
dimensionless bed load of around 0.03 . This is a really high value for so small
Shields numbers. A typical dimensionless turbulence level over a ripple covered bed
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in current without any externally generated turbulence will be 1.7 and that will give
a dimensionless bed load discharge around ten times smaller.
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Figure 8 Phase-average of the horizontal free stream velocity and the bed shear
stress measured under three layers of stones. Bed shear stresses in three
different pores are presented.
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Figure 9 ProfIles for zero-down-crossing phase for one, two and three layers of
stones.
The zero-dawn-crossing phase for the three setups is shown in Figure 9.
There is a large change in the zero-crossing phase from the top of the stones to the
base bottom of around 45°. This is expected as the flow velocities in the stone layer
is relatively small compared to the free flow velocity and the flow resistance in the
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stones is large. This means that the momentum of the flow in the stone layer will be
"dissipated" faster than the momentum in the free flow when the pressure gradient
reverses.

CONCLUSION
The velocities and turbulence have been measured in the pores of a stone
cover under an oscillatory flow. Cases with one, two and three layers of 4 cm large
stones have been tested. In the case of three layers of stones the bed shear stress at
the base bottom was also measured. It is found that the boundary layer of the outer
flow penetrates into the stone cover over a depth of 4 cm. Below this level the
velocity remains constant, the constant velocity layer. The level of turbulence in
between the stones is found to be very high: 3 to 4 times higher than turbulence level
over a ripple covered bed in steady current boundary layer without any externally
generated turbulence. The bed shear stress is found to be very low, more than ten
times smaller than in the case of a smooth base bottom without stone cover.
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ABSTRACT
Stepped concrete block grade control structures are widely used in Taiwan to protect
riverbeds from degradation and to dissipate the associated high energy of flow over
weirs. The grade control structures are constructed with concrete blocks with a
specific gap width and drop height across the river. Large-size stones are placed in
the gaps as lateral support. This type of structure is subject to the threat of edge and
gap scour. In this study, the gap scour between the concrete blocks was examined by
executing a series of physical model experiments in a laboratory flume. The
configurations and depths of scour at the various approach discharges were
monitored and measured to examine the scour characteristics between the blocks.
Three phenomena were discovered: (1) the scour depths in specific areas were
significantly deeper than the height of the cubic blocks, (2) the largest gap scour
occurred at low discharges, and (3) eroded stones migrated along the gaps as bed
load transport rather than suspension. The longitudinal gaps between the blocks were
sealed to minimize stone movement. A physical model test was used to verifY the
method. The results indicated a maximum scour depth reduction of up to 98.7 %. The
present paper proposes a new design methodology that includes consideration of the
block heights and gap scour at low discharges.

Key Words: stepped concrete block grade control structure, gap scour
INTRODUCTION

Weirs for water intake and check dams for bridge protection are structures built
across rivers. These structures raise the level of water, which increases the scour
potential to the downstream riverbed. Engineers use stepped concrete block grade
control structures to protect the riverbed from degradation and dissipate high flow
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energy. The structures normally are constructed using concrete blocks arranged in a
stagger and descending manner (see Fig. la). Specific gap width and drop height
between blocks are used and large-size stones are placed in the gaps as lateral
support. The gaps aligned in the streamwise and transverse directions are called
longitudinal and lateral gaps.
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Fig 1 (a) Sketch of protection structures in a river; (b) protections downstream
of Lung-En Weir, Toucian River in northern Taiwan

The stepped concrete block structures are designed based on the concept of
armoring effect. The slope of the structures is steeper than that of the original
riverbed slope in order to minimize construction cost. The protection structure
comprises different components. Figure I(a) illustrates the different components of a
typical river bed protection work in Taiwan, namely (I) an upstream reach; (2) a first
stepped concrete block grade control structure; (3) stilling pool; (4) a second stepped
concrete block grade control structure; and (5) a downstream apron. Figure I (b)
shows an example of the riverbed protection downstream of the Lung-En Weir in the
Toucian River in northern Taiwan . The structure consists of two sets of stepped
concrete block grade control structures.
Lin (1999, 2000) classified the causes of failure of stepped concrete block
grade control structures in Taiwan as gap scour, edge scour, head-cutting and lateral
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erosion. He found that gap scour (35.5%) and edge scour, (22.6 %), are the dominant
causes of failure. Edge scour is more visible than gap scour. Research on gap scour is
few compared to the studies on edge scour. Armoring effects with reference to the
relationship between sediment transport and approach flow conditions are widely
studied. Raudkivi and Ettema (1982) studied the stability of an armor layer before
extending it to include scour protection around piers (Raudkivi and Ettema,
1985).Worman (1989, 1992) studied the transport of fine sediment with an armor
layer. Sumer et al. (2001) applied flow visualization techniques to examine the
suction mechanism of fine sediment under an armor layer. They found that vortices
that formed in the gap sucked out fine sediment particles between the gravels. They
published a regression equation to estimate bed degradation due to the erosion of the
fine sediment. The results of the Sumer et al. (2001) study explains the physics
government sediment entrainment and mobility associated with the gap scour of
stepped concrete block grade control structures. Researchers must keep in mind the
significant difference in the geometrical layout and compositions of both structures
in order to apply their findings. The focus of this study is gap scour. It describes the
failures, which are due to gap scour in the field. This study examined the
characteristics of gap scour by executing a series of physical model experiments in a
laboratory flume. The configurations and scour depths at various discharges were
monitored and measured to examine the physics of scouring between the blocks. The
study measured and analyzed the maximum scour depths with the aim of establishing
a design methodology to reduce gap scour.

FIELD INVESTIGATIONS
This study carried out a field investigation at the stepped concrete block grade
control structure downstream of Highway No.1 in Ta-Chia River in central Taiwan in
November 2009. The Taiwanese Highway Department built this structure in 1999 to
restrain general scour or degradation of the riverbed near the bridge. Sediment was
then stored upstream of the structure. The width of the structure is 840 m. They
constructed the structure using 3-m cubic concrete blocks. The height of the first-row
blocks is 5 m. The gap width between the blocks is 50 cm. There are 20 step-drops in
the flow direction and the drop height of each step is 50 cm. The constructors
connected the blocks by using steel wires. They initially submerged the second 10
steps of the stepped concrete block grade control structure with the original bed
material.
Figure 2 shows pictures of the stepped concrete block grade control structure.
The field investigation showed all steps exposed because of degradation downstream.
The major cause of the degradation was the sediment deposition upstream, which
raised the bed elevation upstream. The controller raised the water head, which
resulted in high velocity movement downstream. The scour potential also increased
on the downstream reach. The study found edge scour at the toe of the structure and a
few blocks in the last row tilted or overturned due to extra-added support. Figure 2
reveals how the removal of stones in the gaps resulted in the weakening of the lateral
supports and tilting of the blocks. The stones in the gaps provided lateral support.
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The blocks sank due to the excessive gap scour around them. Figure 2(a) shows the
titling blocks and Figure 2(b) provides a closer view of the gap scour. The scour
depth in some of these areas was more than 3 m, more than the height of most of the
concrete blocks. The gap widths increased because of the movement of individual
concrete blocks. This further enhances stones mobility, causing the steel wires to
break. The tilting and sinking of the blocks compromised the structure in terms of
energy dissipation. Titling and sinking of the blocks eventually spreads in all
directions. The high velocity of the water in this area flushes out most fine bed
material. Figure 2(c) shows the formation of a scour hole at the upstream end of the
structure. A scour hole will have a profound effect on the stability of the first row of
blocks. This is a serious problem for the preservation of the overall stability of the
structure.

b

c

Fig 2 Failure of stepped concrete block grade control structure located
downstream of Highway No.1 in Ta-Chia River in central Taiwan (November
2009): (a) blocks tilting and sinking; (b) deeper scour depth than block height;
and (c) a scour hole upstream of the sinking area
EXPERIMENTS

Sumer et al. (200 I) discussed how the vortices that developed in the gaps
formed within the gravel have contributed to the entrainment of the fine sediment
particles. Such a mode of entrainment is unlikely to take place in the present
condition in which the main flow passes through the gap (Tsorng et al. 2009).
Evidence from both field and laboratory observations reveal that the stones in the
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lateral gaps, gaps that are perpendicular to the main flow direction, were stable.
Conventional design of stepped concrete block grade control structures
considers the stability of concrete blocks by block weight under a specific flow
condition, usually at high designed discharges (Lagasse et al. 1997, Wu 2004, Guo
and Chang 2006) . They ignore failures due to gap scour. Recent experiences in
Taiwan have exposed the fallacy of that design philosophy. A better understanding of
the mechanism and the development of a design methodology that takes into
consideration gap scour is necessary. This study used a physical model in order to
study gap scour for design modification and a proposal for cost-effective gap scour
countermeasures.
It was necessary to determine the general block geometry and stone dimension
to match the real flow and scour characteristics. Most of the stepped concrete block
grade control structures in Taiwan consist of five steps with an individual step
drop-height of 50 cm. The projection area of the block is 2 x 2 m2 and the gap width
is 50 cm. The average median stone size used to fill the gap is about 20 cm. We fixed
the upstream and downstream beds of the structure since this study only considered
the scour between the blocks. A rectangular flume was used that is 30 cm in width,
60 cm in height, and 1500 cm in length located at the Hydrotech Research Institute,
National Taiwan University to carry out the experiments. At least six blocks in each
row was determined in order to display the global scour patterns and avoid boundary
effect. A 1150 scaled model was built in the flume using scaled blocks with an area =
4 x 4 cm2. The block heights were at least 25 cm to measure the equilibrium scour
depth in the gaps. The scaled gap width and drop height of each step was I cm. A
uniform sand with median grain size = 3.56 mm was used to fill the gaps. Figure 3
shows the model design of the experiments. The researchers simulated the slope of
0.0 I in the model tests since the longitudinal bed slope of rivers in Taiwan generally
ranges from 0.01 to 0.001. The study adopted a clear-water condition without
sediment influx from upstream. The bed elevation in the gaps was the same as the
ambient block surfaces before the tests. We performed two sets of experiments, the
"all-gaps-opened" and "only-Iateral-gaps-opened" conditions.

The scour depth variations were monitored in both cases to ensure the
equilibrium scour condition. The scour hole approached its equilibrium stage in
approximately IS minutes. The measurement of the bed elevation in both the
longitudinal and lateral gaps continued for 40 minutes. The average bed elevation in
the stream wise direction was the mean value of all the measured data in the
transverse direction at the same streamwise positions. This study tested the scour
depth variation for five different unit discharges, which varied from 0.008 to 0.051
m2/s. Table I summarizes the test conditions of all the experiments conducted in this
study.
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Fig 3 Sketch of scaled physical model and dimensions (side and top view)
Table 1 Experimental conditions and measured data: q - unit discharge; dso diameter of stone in the gaps; Sb - flume slope' Srm - slope of structure;
Ybm - lowest bed elevation; Xs - the corresponding position of Ybm; Ybo -original
bed elevation at Xs; e - maximum scour depth
Run

q
[m 2Is]

GSI
GS2
GS3
GS4
GS5
GSPI
GSP2
GSP3
GSP4
GSP5

0.0089
0.0188
0.0314
0.0433
0.0505
0.0089
0.0188
0.0314
0.0433
0.0505

d so
[mm]

Sb

3.56

0.01

3.56

0.01

Srm

Ybm
[cm]

Xs

[cm]

21.98 15.50
21.65 12.00
0.20
22 .31 15.50
22.91 15.50
23.45 15.50
28.75 5.50
29.92 0.50
0.20
25.79 20.50
25.84 20.50
28.80 5.50

Ybo
[cm]

e
[cm]

27 .00
28 .00
27.00
27.00
27.00
29.00
30.00
26.00
26.00
29.00

5.02
6.35
4.69
4.09
3.55
0.25
0.08
0.21
0.16
0.20
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Mechanics of Gap Scour
Figure 4 shows the temporal development of the measured scour depth for Test
GS3 at x = 10.5 and 20.5 cm, where x is the horizontal distance measured from the
upstream end of the structure (see Fig. 3). The figure shows that the rate of scour is
high in the initial stages of the test. Figure 5 presents the process of gap scour
evolution. The stones near the surface of the block eroded as soon as the flow arrived,
Figure 5(a). Gap scouring occurred in the first three rows. Figure 5(b) shows the gap
scour at t=6 seconds. It indicates how the eroded stones migrated along the
longitudinal gaps downstream with no apparent sediment suspension. Some stones
spun behind the block due to flow separation within the wake created by the
downstream flow. The measured temporal scour depth development curves show that
the scour rates gradually decreased with time. Figure 5(c) shows the gap scour at t =
30 seconds. The stones driven by the flow in the gaps continued to move slower
downstream. The downstream flow temporarily deposited some of the stones behind
the final -row of blocks. These stones eventually washed away. The stones in the gaps
stabilized as the equilibrium state approached. The behavior of stone mobility in the
gaps was similar to bed load transport dominated by gap flows.
6

I4
x=IO.5 cm
- - • x=20.5 em

o
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Fig 4 Temporal development of gap scour at x = 10.5 and 20.5 em (monitoring
position referred to Figure 3)

Fig 5 Gap scour evolution of Test GS3 at (a) 2 sec; (b) 6 sec; (c) 30 sec
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Scour of "All-Gaps-Opened" Conditions
Figure 6 shows the average measured bed profiles for Tests GS I - GS5. Table
contains the measured data, which includes the lowest bed elevation, their
corresponding position, and the maximum scour depth. The figure shows that the
average bed profiles for all five tests were similar. The bed elevation decreased from
the first-row of blocks reaching the minimum level near the third-row of blocks. The
minimum level was approximately 15 cm downstream from the leading edge of the
structure and coinciding with the lateral gap behind the third-row of blocks. The bed
elevation increased beyond this location.
The measured data show that the maximum scour depth for all the tests was e
6.35 cm, which is for Test GS2, with unit flow rate, q = 0.0188 m2!s. The scour
depth in the gap of a stepped concrete block grade control structure was not directly
proportional to the approach discharge. The scour depth increased as the discharge
increased initially. It then decreased with a further increment of the approach flow
rate. Serious gap scour occurs at a low or moderate rate of flow. The design of a
stepped concrete block grade control structure should be re-examined in light of this
finding. Furthermore, the gap scour depth at the first to third-row of blocks could
potentially exceed 4 cm, which was deeper than the height of the adjacent cubic
blocks. The gaps can potentially be completely entrained leaving no lateral support
for the concrete blocks. The height of the concrete blocks used in Taiwan is
insufficient. Field investigation supported this conclusion, Figure 2a.

=

The experimental results show that the design of stepped concrete block grade
control structures should consider the stability of a single concrete block under a
designed flow condition and the extent of the gap scour depth. The designed height
of a block must be more than the estimated scour depth and the block height should
be dependent on its location.
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Scour of "Only-Lateral-Gaps-Opened" Conditions
The results for the condition of "all-gaps-opened," Tests GS I -GS5, show how
the stones migrate along the lateral and longitudinal gaps in the downstream
direction. We proposed to open only the lateral gaps and validate the performance
(Tests GSPI-5). Figure 6 and Table I show the average bed elevation and measured
data for the "only-Iateral-gaps-opened" condition. The maximum scour depth for all
the tests was 0.25 cm (Test GSPI), which was significantly lower than the 6.35 cm
for the "all-gaps-opened" condition. Entrainment of the stones from the gaps resulted
from the vortices in the gaps when only lateral gaps existed in a stepped concrete
block grade control structure. The main flow above the lateral gaps drived the
vortices in the gaps. The required mean velocity of flow to suspend the 3.56-mrn
stones on a flat flume was 115 m/s (Hjulstorm, 1935 ' Yang 1996). The maximum
velocity of flow over the current stepped concrete block grade control structure for
all cases was 112 m/s (at x = 26 cm, Test GSP5) . The velocities in the gaps were less
than the requirement for the initiation of sediment suspension.
The experimental results show that the presence of longitudinal gaps promoted
the development of gap scour. The scour depth appeared to be unrelated to the
approach discharge in contrast to the all-gaps-opened Tests GS 1-5. The reduction of
the bed elevation from 6.35 cm (Test GS2) to 0.08 cm (Test GSP2) was significant.
The test showed that sealing the longitudinal gaps could effectively reduce the scour
depth by up to 98.7 %. Solid or impermeable material could be considered to seal the
longitudinal gap.
CONCLUSIONS
This study identifies the main causes for failure of stepped concrete block
grade control structures in Taiwan through field investigations. One of the main
causes of failure in these structures is gap scour. The scaled physical model
experiments with different approach discharges were conducted to study this problem.
The longitudinal gaps of the structure were sealed to reduce the extent of gap scour.
This method showed a significant decrease in development of scour holes.
The study considered the five-stepped concrete block grade control structure
used in Taiwan. The shape of the average bed profiles in the longitudinal gaps was
similar for different approach discharges. The experimental results indicated the
maximum scour depth was in the middle of the stepped concrete block grade control
structure. The experimental results also showed that the scour depth in the first three
rows of blocks was deeper than the height of the cubic blocks. The designed block
height used in Taiwan was insufficient. The scour depth in the gaps was not
proportional to the approach discharge. The maximum scour depth in this study
occurred at a relatively low approach discharge . The designers of these structures
need to consider gap scour at comparatively low or intermediate discharge and
adequate block heights. The experimental results showed that sealing the longitudinal
gaps offers a promising solution to keep the stones within the lateral gaps.
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ABSTRACT
Suffusion is an internal erosion mechanism, which means the transport of fine
particles within the soil due to hydraulic interflows. With the objective to
characterize this mechanism and to study a scale effect presented in literature, a
specific centrifuge bench is designed.
Test specimens of mixture of sand and kaolinite are compacted in rigid
walled cells. The specimen height is selected according to the applied gravity and the
chosen effective stress. After saturation, specimens are subjected to centrifugal
acceleration and to a vertical downward flow under a constant hydraulic head.
The effect of the applied hydraulic gradient is examined and the study
underlines that the increase of specimen height induces the decrease of critical
hydraulic gradient and the increase of erosion rate. A new energy analysis of tests is
developed, linking the expended power to the erosion rate. This method permits to
avoid the effect of specimen height.

INTRODUCTION
Under the action of water flow, grains constituting the soil of embankment of
dams or dikes can be detached and transported. This process is named internal
erosion and can induce the failure of hydraulic earth structures. The two main
phenomena of internal erosion in uncracked soils are backward erosion and
suffusion. This paper deals with suffusion which concerns only finer fraction of soil.
The fine particles are detached and transported through a skeleton constituted by
coarser grains.
With a hydraulic approach, several authors have developed expressions that
relate initiation of internal erosion to the critical hydraulic gradient. Sellmeijer
(1988) proposed an expression of hydraulic gradient that is inversely proportional to
the length of seepage path. Moreover Li (2008) performed tests with a large and a
small permeameter. For a same type of tested specimen and identical mean vertical
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effective stress, Li (2008) observed that the critical hydraulic gradient can be seven
times higher with the small permeameter than with the large one.
A program of centrifuge tests was performed on clayey sand to characterize
suffusion process and to examine the scale effect on initiation and development of
suffusion. The use of the centrifuge allows to vary the height of the soil sample
keeping constant the hydraulic gradient and the distribution of effective stresses.

CENTRIFUGE TEST DEVICE
The device comprises a rigid wall cylinder cell, a hydraulic control system
and an effluent sampling system. The device is placed in the basket platform of the
LCPC centrifuge in order to reproduce stress states upon full scale (see Figure I).

Figure 1. General view of the centrifuge bench.
A downward seepage flow is applied to the specimen under a constant
hydraulic gradient. The fluid circulates into the top of the specimen using a layer of
glass beads to diffuse the fluid on the specimen contact interface uniformly. At the
bottom of the specimen, the funnel-shaped draining system is specially designed to
allow the transport of eroded parti cles.
The cell outlet is connected with an effluent sampling system by a drainage
pipe and a needle valve. This type of gate is chosen to enable the opening even under
a high gravity. The draining system is equipped with a controlled vent which avoids
the generation of a depression in the specimen induced by the outlet valve opening.
The opening of downstream valve is realized in flight when the selected centrifugal
acceleration is reached.
To perform a sampling of the effluent during the test duration, a rotating
system is developed (see Figure 2) and thanks to a camera it is controlled remotely
from the centrifuge operator's room.
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Figure 2. View of rotating effluent sampling system.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Tested materials
The tested material is a mixture composed of 90% of Fontainebleau sand and
10% of clay. The washed Fontainebleau sand has grain unit weight of 26.5 kN/m 3
and a grain size distribution within the range 0.1 mm to 0.4 mm. The clay is kaolinite
Speswhite (grain unit weight: 26.5 kN/m 3 ), without deflocculation its grain size
distribution is measured between 0.5 J.!m and 0. 125 mm. Figure 3 shows the grain
size distribution of tested materials.
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Figure 3. Grain size distribution of tested materials.
Specimen reconstitution and test principle
The sand is first mixed with a water content of 8 %. While mixing continues,
power clay is progressively added. The mixture is left for 24 hours (at least) in a
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plastic bag in order to improve the moisture homogeneity. Specimens are realized by
compaction in 73 mm diameter cells. The reduced scale model height is within a
range from 60 mm to 120 mm. For 60 mm height, the compaction is made in six
layers of 25 blows with a mini Proctor rammer. The saturation phase begins by an
injection of carbon dioxide at the specimen bottom. Saturation is completed in
upward direction by using demineralized and deaerated water.
The saturated specimens are then subjected to centrifuge acceleration with a
g-level N between 10 and 60. During the centrifugation, a constant hydraulic head
Hw (origin = bottom of specimen) is applied at the top of specimens by using
demineralized and deaerated water. Hydraulic gradient is determined by:
.

Hw N

1= - -

Hm

(I)

R v: water height applied on the specimen top,

where

N: centrifugal acceleration factor,
Hm: reduced scale model height.
With the objective to take into account the influence of the test duration, the
average rate of erosion is expressed by:
m

m crodcdclay

Sd

(2)

where mcroded clay: cumulative dry mass of eroded clay, S: specimen cross section;
d = test duration.

TESTS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Influence of hydraulic gradient
Twenty tests were performed. The average erosion rate versus the hydraulic
gradient shows a great variation of erosion rate for an identical value of hydraulic
gradient (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Influence of hydraulic gradient on average rate of erosion.
Scale effect
According to Li (2008)'s conclusions, the value of critical hydraulic gradient
decreases with the specimen height. To verify this influence, the reduced scale model
height is distinguished in Figure 5.
in mg

For reduced scale model height of90 mm, the average erosion rate (expressed
m,2) seems to be related to hydraulic gradient by a power law which is:

S·1

(3)
This relation confirms the power law proposed by Bendahmane et al. (2008)
for the maximum value of erosion rate in the case of clay suffusion:
(4)
where

mmax

is the maximum value of erosion rate.

The factor 12 is higher than the factor in equation (3). This difference of
magnitude may be due to three different reasons. Bendahmane et al. (2008)
performed tests on different c1ayed sand. The type of sand and also the clay were
different than materials tested in this study. Equation (4) was defined for the
maximum value of erosion which was measured instantaneously by an optical sensor
(Bendahmane et aI., 2008). Unfortunately this optical sensor can not stand high
gravity . Thus the sensor could not be used for this test program and the sampling
device leads to an average value of erosion rate for each step of the sampling. The
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third reason is related to
et al. (2008) tests. The
erosion rate and with a
seven times smaller than

the greater filter pore opening size (4mm) for Bendahmane
filter opening size is an important parameter to quantify
0.08 mm filter opening, the critical gradient can be six to
with a 4 mm filter opening (Marot et aI., 2009).
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Figure 5. Influence of hydraulic gradient and reduced scale model height on
average erosion rate.
In Figure 5 it can be noted that the critical hydraulic gradient to initiate
suffusion (indicated by arrows in Fig. 5) decreases with the reduced scale model
height: icr = 45 mlm for Hm = 60 rum, icr = 33 mlm for Hm = 90 mm and icr = 30 mlm
for Hm = 120 rum.
These values of critical hydraulic gradient confirm Li (2008) conclusions : the
magnitude of critical hydraulic gradient decreases with tested specimen height.
In order to study the scale effect on development of suffusion, Figure 6 plots
the average erosion rate versus the reduced scale model height for identical value of
hydraulic gradient and effective stress.
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Figure 6. Influence of reduced scale model height on average rate of erosion.
Rate of erosion appears as a function of reduced scale model height so the
scale effect seems to influence both initiation and development of suffusion.

Energy analysis
The new analysis proposed here is based on a fluid energy dissipation model
and this energy is assumed to be transformed into erosion.
The energy equation is applied between the upstream section A and the
downstream section B of the specimen (White, 1999). A volume V of fluid, with a
mass M and a density p, is assumed with a surface S in contact with environment.
The external surface of the vo lume is oriented by its normal vector n from fluid to
environment. The energy equation for the fluid through the specimen can be written
by the following equation (Regazzoni, 2009):
(5)
and
dE = dE Ther + dW
dt
dt
dt

(6)

with : ETher : energy exchange between the system and the environment;
W: mechanical work between the sections A and B; ein': internal energy of the fluid;
U: velocity of the fluid, components (u, v, w); g: gravity; z: coordinates
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Three assumptions can be used to simplify the equation. The temperature
(isothermal in time), so the internal energy (eint) are assumed constant on the volume.
The system can be considered as adiabatic, only mechanical work (W) takes place
between sections A and B, that can be expressed by:
dE Ther = 0

(7)

dt

The assumption of a steady state (locally in time) allows neglecting the
unsteady term of the kinetic energy. Finally equation (5) becomes:

=#(u
s

dW
dt

2

2

+gzJp(U~)dS

(8)

The total energy dissipation is the sum of energy dissipation by pressure, by
shear stress at the interface fluid-solid and by viscosity and turbulence in the fluid
phase. The shear stress is assumed to cause erosion, so the dissipation of total energy
in the system can be written as:
d W press ion + d W intra fluid + d Werosion
dt
dt
dt

dW
dt

(9)

The temporal derivative of work done by pressure is defined by:
dWpression

dt

(10)

- #P(U n)ds

Equations (8) to (10) lead to:
d W intra fluid + d Werosion

dt

dt

i
S

u2

-

2

pJ pUn
(--) dS

+ gz + -

(11 )

p

The flow conservation with a same specimen section on the whole length
leads to assume the same average velocity in the sections A and B. Equation (II)
becomes:
d Wi:afluid

+d W~~osion

~ gz +~) p(u ~)dS = Q ~P +P g ~z Q

(12)

It is assumed that the dissipation of energy is mainly transformed into erosion
and the dissipation intra fluid is neglected. In consequence, the temporal derivative
of mechanical work through erosion can be expressed by:
d Werosion

dt

Q~P+

pg

~zQ

(13)

For convenience, the temporal derivative mechanical work by erosion is
named erosion power. The energy dissipation is the temporal integration of the
instantaneous erosion power for the test duration.
With the objective to verify the energy analysis ability to avoid scale effect as
previously described, Figure 7 presents the average rate of erosion versus the erosion
power.
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The linear increase of the average erosion rate (expressed in mg s-' m- 2 )
according to the erosion power P (expressed in W) can be estimated by:
(correlation coefficient R2

• = 0.0489 P
m

=

0_96)

(14)

For each test, the eroded clay mass and total energy dissipation can be
determined by integration over the test duration. Figure 8 shows that the eroded clay
mass (in mg) can be related to the total energy dissipation (E, in J) by a linear law as:
meroded clay =

(R

0.0017 (E -60)

2

=

0_95)

(15)
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Figure 8. Eroded clay mass versus total energy dissipation.
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So the analysis based on energy dissipation offers the potential for a
consistent interpretation of suffusion tests, without significant influence of specimen
height.

CONCLUSION
A centrifuge bench is developed in order to characterize the sensitivity of a
clayey sand to suffusion process and to study scale effect. The realized study
examines the influence of hydraulic gradient on initiation and development of
suffusion. Using the hydraulic gradient concept, the characterization of suffusion
depends on the tested specimen height. The difference in the results is in the
magnitude of critical hydraulic gradient and of erosion rate.
An energy analysis of interstitial fluid is made. By integrating over the time,
the eroded clay mass is linearly correlated to the energy dissipation. Using the energy
analysis, the suffusion characterization does not depend on specimen height.
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ABSTRACT
The non-hydrostatic pressure distribution is one of the main factors that affect
the particles motion threshold around piers. The present paper focuses on the
comparison of the motion threshold between circular-shaped and square-shaped piers
under the influence of the non-hydrostatic pressure factor. A total of 30 runs were
performed with different geometric dimensions and different Rip Rap diameter
protection. The hydrostatic pressure factor distinguishes quite well between circularshaped and square-shaped piers. Comparison with other authors has been made in
order to extract some conclusions and confirm the experimental data. The nonhydrostatic pressure distribution on bed surfaces is very important to distinguish
between different behaviors in sediment transport bed processes; local scour
protection around piers is only an example. The main idea would be finding the
threshold of motion of the Rip Rap around the circular-shaped and square-shaped
base piers.
Keywords : Rip Rap, Pier Scour, Threshold of Motion
INTRODUCTION
Obstructions elements such as piers located in the middle of streams are
responsible for the formation of local scour around thereof. Bridge-Piers are one of
the most famous elements due to the impact on highways traffic flow and normal life
when they fail; literally the bridge collapses and the traffic is interrupted. The present
work relates to to understanding the influence of the non-hydrostatic pressure
distribution around piers as one of the most important parameters which affects the
maximum depth of the local scour, (Bateman et al 2005).
Bridge piers and abutments collapsing frequently occurs around the world
and is the main factor causing bridges to fall due to hydraulics and scour, in the U.S
at least 90% of the times, Richardson et al. (1993). Protection of piers using Rip Rap
is one of the principal actions carried out to avoid the collapse under storm
conditions .
The present paper focuses on the threshold of the movement of particles
located around the pier, being different due to the shape of the pier, -square or
circular-, and to the influence of the non-hydrostatic pressure present around the pier.
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All the experiments were performed at the Morphodynamic Laboratory of the
Hydraulic, Marine and Environmental Department of the Technical University of
Catalonia under the supervision of GITS-UPC(Sediment Transport Research Group).
Some theoretical aspects
In order to analyze the process describing the initial process of threshold of
motion of particles around piers, the parameters can be classified as:
Parameters describing the fluid: The density (p) and the viscosity

(v)

depend on the fluid temperature and salinity.
Parameters describing sediment: 50% by weight passing through the sieve
size (Dso ), the standard deviation of the sediment bed (C7) , the density of the
sediment

(p,) and the internal frict ion angle (¢) .

Parameters describing the flow: Water depth (h) , mean velocity( u) , mean
friction slope ( Sf

)' mean slope of the stream (So), shear stress ('0) and non(/:;PI r ) .

hydrostatic pressure head increment

Parameters describing the obstacle: The shape and dimension (Circular with
diameter(D)or Square with length size (D)), the orientation related to the flow
direction

(a).

Relation of the main authors whom work with Rip Rap protection in bridge
piers
There are many authors since Shields fixed the basis of threshold of motion
of particles. Indeed the first Rip Rap equation used is the relation between the
dynamic fluid stress and the submerged weight of the sediment particle is the Shields
relationship, (FHWA Hydraulic Engineering Circular, 1997). An expression of the
same type was introduced by Isbash (1935) ((FHWA Hydraulic Engineering
Circular, 1995), the change in the formulation was based on the equivalence of fluid
stress to momentum flux. The equation explicitly presents now the velocity. The
Maynord (1989) formula was the most extended one to evaluate the Rip Rap
diameter protection. The equation is similar to Isbash equation, including the mean
velocity of the fluid, but introducing a factor which depends on the sediment
characteristics D3o.
In 1973 Neill proposed a dimensionless formula including the Froude number to an
exponent of 2.5 , but excluding the velocity, see Choi et al (2002). Also you can look
for Bonasoundas (1973), Quazi Peterson (1973) Breusers et al. (1977), Parola C.
(1993), Chiew (1995), Richardson et al. (1993), Yoon & Park (1997), Launchlan &
Melville (2001), and finally Unger et al. (2006). All the formulae have the same type
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of parameters, Froude number, sediment size ratio or standard deviation, the size of
the pier and in general adjusting parameters. The most exhaustive formula is
presented by Launchlan & Melville (2001) and can be expressed as:
(1)

wherein, Ky is a parameter that includes the sediment depth Rip Rap protection with
respect to the water depth, KD is a parameter that includes the influence of the pier
diameter, Kc is a factor relative to the protected area, KT includes the effect of the
protection depth, Ks corresponds to the influence of the pier shape, K" is the
alienation of the pier with respect to the flow direction. Launchlan & Melville (1999)
describe several parameters which influence the Rip Rap protection, but which only
fixed the Ky and Kc parameters.
Experimental Set Up
The Flume : To carry out the experiments, the flume from the
Morphodynamic Laboratory of GITS-UPC was used; one of its devices consists in a
flume having a 40 cm width and 60 cm height rectangular section and a total length
of 9 meters. The discharge capacity goes from 250 cm 3/s to 50 lis controlled by two
valves and two ultrasonic flowmeters. The downstream level was controlled by a
mechanical slice gate locates at the end section of the flume.
Sediment characteristics: Four types of sediment size were used and were classified
from big to small size with colours; white stones, black stones, gray stones, and gray
filtered stones. Density and sediment size distribution can be seen in Table 2. The
density was measured with a pycnometer and due to the uniform size of the stones,
the mean diameter was measured with a Venier Caliper, at least one hundred stones
were measured from a quarter sample methodology.
Experiment arrangement: A 10 cm gray stone base material (Dso=7.34 rnm)
was placed at the middle of the flume filling a length of 3m, as shown in Figure 1.
The slope of the flume and sediment bed was 0°. The piers were placed one by one in
the downstream at the 2/3 end part of the sediment bed.
Piers: Three circular-shaped and four square-shaped piers, for a total of 7
piers were used; the diameters of the circular piers were 1, 2 and 3 cm and the sides
of the square-shaped ones were 1, 2, 3 and 4.2 cm.
Pressure measuring system : The pressure system consists of four water
manometers strategically placed, the first one was placed 1 meter upstream from the
front pier in order to control the normal pressure, the second one was placed in front
of the pier and the third one was placed at the lateral side of the pier. The lateral
manometer was placed at the point where the minimum pressure was predicted to
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appear. The manometers were formed by two mrn diameter plastic tubes and the
water inside them was coloured with red ink to facilitate the visualization of the
measurements.

Figure 1. A photograph showing the experiment set up.
Discharge and water level measurements: Discharge measurements were
carried out with an ultrasonic flowmeter and corroborated by a rectangular weir, and
the water levels, upstream and downstream from the pier, were measured with a level
meter.
Threshold of motion: The experiment purpose is to visually detect the
threshold of motion of the particles surrounding the pier, as well as to precise the
location where a displacement of stones is more susceptible to occur. The material
was arranged at least in two layers around the pier covering an area more than three
times the width of the pier.

The Rip-Rap movement was visually detected, when one or two stones were
dragged by the flow stream; the threshold of the motion location was marked. In this
case the discharge, pressure and water levels were measured. The discharge was
increased by steps, firstly with the gate in a completely closed position, and then the
gate was manually opened by steps, thus increasing the stress on the material until a
movement has or has not been noticed. As soon as the range of discharges were
accomplished, another pier andlor material was replaced, and the experiments was
started again. Ninety experiments were established in order to detect the threshold of
motion of the particles; six of them were discarded due to specific problems or due to
a wrong procedure being carried out. The bigger problems were detected when small
pier or sediment size begun to affect accuracy of measurements shown by data
having the highest deviation.

A VORTEX ENERGY APPROACH.
The threshold of motion can be defined as the moment in which the work
done by the fluid (vortex activity or stresses) exceeds the work done by gravity plus
friction forces. It is possible to analyze the power of the fluid and gravity forces to
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find a relationship between the parameters at the moment in which the threshold of
motion occurs.
The power of the flow has to be equal to the rate of work done by the gravity
in order to reach the threshold of motion. The power caused by gravity on the
particle can be evaluated by multiplying the fall velocity of the particle times the
submerged weight per unit mass.
p" = (S, -I)g· CtI,
( I)
Wherein P g is the work done by gravity forces per unit time and unit mass, Ss
is the relative density of the bed sample, g is the gravity acceleration and cu., is the
fall velocity for a specific diameter. By definition the specific submerged weight is
R=Ss-l . The dimensions of equation (I) are e fT 3
The fall velocity, simply expressed, can be evaluated by the following
expression :

( 2)

On the other hand some of the main reasons for sediment motion around the
pier, and therefore the threshold of motion of the particles, are the horseshoe vortices
formed in front of the pier. In Bateman et al. (2005) a relationship between the flow
velocity and the power per unit mass contained in the vortex is:

~d(u") uJ
e

--- - - = dt

( 3)

Batchelor (1953) expresses the kinetic energy velocity dissipation per unit
mass of the vortex. Wherein, u is the mean approximation velocity and fi. the integral
length. Indeed the flow in the channel must have enough energy per unit time as to
maintain the vortex activity. This is the main idea to relate the activity of the vortex
with the sediment stability in the bed close to the pier. The length of the vortex has to
be proportional to the depth of water in front of the pier, which is the depth of water
in the approximation zone plus the excess of elevation due to the stagnancy of the
flow in front the pier. That is:
( 4)

Wherein Se is the excess of depth of water in front of the pier and yo the
approximation depth and a is a parameter to approximate the best vortex size, (see
Bateman et aI. , 2005) .
It is possible to define a parameter which compares the rate of work done by
gravity forces with the vortex dissipation rate as:
¢p =

dGu")
p"

_L_' F "
RCtI,

( 5)
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Wherein F is the Froude number evaluated with the velocity approximation
and the depth of water in front of the pier. The parameter a has no relevance in this
context and thus its value was assumed to be one. The relationship tP" greatly
depends on the correct determination of the velocity, due to its dependence on the
cube of the velocity.

PRESSURE GRADIENT DETERMINATION
In order to evaluate the influence of the non-hydrostatic pressure distribution a
couple of manometers were installed around the pier. The idea is to evaluate the
pressure drop around the pier. As we do not know exactly where the pressure drop
will be higher, we measure the pressure difference between the front (maximum
pressure) and the side (minimum pressure). The measurement of the difference of
pressure is done along a length 1m between those points. This gradient generates an
internal flow inside the sediment pores; the internal flow exerts a force on the
particle which is normal to the surface of the bed facilitating the threshold of motion
of the particles. It is difficult to predict where will the force be bigger, unless a 3D
internal and external coupled flow numerical model is applied. The length 1m between
measures is used to evaluate the gradient from both points of measure.
Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the pier location and the points on which the
pressure has been obtained. The pressure gradient is calculated as :

air

= (Ps -Pp)
( 6)
al
r L",
Ps and Pp are the pressure measured at th e surface of the test bed at the front and side
of the pier respectively and r is the water specific weight.
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Figure 2. a) Description of the measurement pressure points. L", is the length between
the measurement pressure points Pp and p, . b) Unit discharge at the threshold of
motion for piers.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table I shows the unit discharges in which the threshold of motion was detected.
The data in parentheses shows no movement detected, the dash line shows non
carried out experiments.
Table 1. Unit discharges in m 2/s at which threshold of motion was detected
during t he expenmen t s.
Type and width of pier White
number -shape-size-(cm) (16.9mm)

I

C

4.2

2 0

3

3 0

2

4 ::::J

.'

6
7
8

Sample
Grey
Grey
Grey
(7.34 mm) (7.13mm) (3.38mm) (3.38mm)

0.057

0.039

0.037

0.009

0.003

[0.089]

0.037

0.040

0.014

0.009

0.037

0.065

0,011

0.005

I

4
3

""

[0.093]

Black
(J3,32mm)

2

[0.095]

0.070
[0.090]

0.037

0.037

0.014

0.005

0.009

0.004

0.031

0.037

0.010

0.006

0.040

0.036

0.0 10

0.004

Figure 3 shows the plots of the experiments of tPp vs. the grain size and pier size
ratio: Dg/Dp. The behavior of the circular- and square-shaped piers are clearly
different. The lines show the conservative limit that can be used to make a design for
pier protection.
In order to prove the consistency, a comparison with the main formulas was carried
out. The method used was simply applying the formulae to the condition of the
experimental data in order to obtain the D50 to protect the pier. Figure 6 shows the
results upon applying the following formulae: Isbash, Richardson, Breusers,
Bonasoundas and the implicitly presented formulation; more dispersion is detected
compared with results shown in Figure 3.
Table 2 indicates the net pressure force due to the pressure gradient, and as can be
seen it bears the same order of magnitude of the weight of the particle, depends on
the type of experiment, but oscillates around from half to twice the weight of the
particle. This quantity is relevant and capable for reducing the Shields parameter of
the Rip Rap.
The most relevant results are given in Figure 3, wherein the variation of the pressure
gradient respect to the relationship between sediment diameter and the pier width is
shown. The data lies on two different paths; one for circular-shaped piers and the
other for square-shaped piers. The white stones were so big and heavy that no
movement thereof was caused during the experiments and therefore were not
included in the table. From 90 equilibrated experiments only on 29 occasions a
movement was detected. Figure 4 shows the points in which a stone has been seen
moving. Note that all moving particles lie in the side part of the pier, except in the
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square-shaped ones where some particles were moving in the back. The color
graduation represents the relation between the grain size Dg with respect to the pier
size Dp. The position at which the particles of sediment start to move are marked in
a plan view in Figure 4.
Force due t o Gradient Pressure

0.05

0.25

0. 1

03

0.35

0.'

Dg/Dp

Figure 3. Force per unit volume due to the pressure gradient in square-shaped
and circular-shaped piers to different grain size to pier size ratio.
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Figure 4. Points at which the particles start to move-colors are the ratio
Dg/ Dp. a) Square-shaped pier b) Circular-shaped pier
PROPOSED RELATIONSHIP
Once the pressure influence in both square-shaped and circular-shaped piers has been
reached, we define the product of equation (5) and (6) and plot the results against the
ratio between grain size and pier size diameter. This relationship is defined as:

¢

F2 tiP
(7)
Rw.,
yL",
Figure 5 shows the plots of the experiments of ¢pvs the grain size and pier
= _ t1
_

p

size ratio: DglD p . The behaviors of the circular- and square-shaped piers were clearly
different. The lines show the conservative limit that can be used for designing pier
protection.
In order to prove the consistency, a comparison between the main formulae
was made. The method was carried out by simply applying the formulae to the
conditions of the experimental data in order to obtain the Dso to protect the pier.
Figure 6 shows the results of applying the following formulae: Isbash, Richardson,
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Breusers, Bonasoundas and the formulation implicitly presented in (7); there was
more dispersion detected compared with results shown in Figure 3.
Table 2. Results obtained from the pressure gradient in the experiments at the
'
Iar-s h ape dpiers.
'
t h res h 0 Id 0 f motIon III square-s h ape d an dclrcu
Press ure
Pier T ype

Material

p,

increm ent
(meters
headwater)

Dso( m )

Mean
length

Pressu re
Gradie nt

Lm

(m/m )
or (T/m3)

(m)
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square

4.2
4. 2
4.2
3
3
3

Square 3
Square 3
Ci rcular 4
Ci rcular 4
Circular 4
Circular 4
Circu lar 4
Circular3
Ci rcular3
Ci rcul ar3
Circu lar3
Circu lar 2
Circu lar 2
Circu lar 2
Square 2
Square 2
Square 2

Grey
Grey.
Black
Grey
Grey
sample
Grey
Grey
Black
Grey
sam ple
Grey
Grey
Grey
samp le
Grey
Grey
Grey

Square 2
Square 1
Square 1
Sq uare 4.2

Grey
sa mple
Grey
Grey
Grey_
sample
sa mple
Grey
samp le

Sa uare 4.2
Circular 2

Grey.
Grey

2.9
2.9
3
2.9
2 .9
2.7
2.9
2.9
3
2.9
2. 7
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.7
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.7
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.7
2.7
2.9
2.7
2.9
2.9

0.00 71
0.0073
0.0133
0.0073
0.0073
0.0034
0.0071
0.0034
0.0133
0.0073
0.0034
0.0071
0.0034
0.0034
0.0034
0.0071
0.0073
0.0071
0.0034
0.0034

0.029
0.033
0.069
0.03
0.039
0.012
0.051
0.028
0.037
0.022
0.004
0.028
0.0 11
0.0 17

0.0073
0.0071
0.0034
0.0034
0.0034
0.0034
0.0034
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0.0073

0.033
0.057
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0.01 4
0.004
0.02
0.002
0.006
0.024

0.0 13
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0.028
0.027
0.D15
0.004

i~:~~:~:~:~~~~~~~::~:i:OO~~~~:~~~~~~~~~
0.5

0.021
0.02 1
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0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.01 5
0.047
0.04 7
0.047
0.04 7
0.047
0.035
0.035
0.035

0.D35
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0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.005
0.005
0.021
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0.024

Mean
Particle
Pressu re

Force

Particle
Weight

Pressu re
Force ove r
Weight

(g r)

(g r)

(%)

1.38
1.57
3.29
2.00
2.60
0.80
3.40
1.87
0.79

0.262
0.325
4.061
0.41 4

0.47
0.09
0.59
0. 23
0.48
0.37
0.62
0.79
1.15
0.64
0. 17

0.09 7
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0.1 13

3.30
5. 70
2. 70
1.40
0.80
4 .00
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0.29
1 .02
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0.016
0.64 5
0.038
0.97

47. 1
53.6

0.556
0.607
3,671

110.6
68.3
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88.7
30
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63.7
26.4
15.9
3.2

0.556
0.059
3,671
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0.005
0.0 1

0.556
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0.059

0.007
0.118
0.164

0.054
0.556
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0.217
0.013
0.003
0.683
1.082
0.055
0.028
0.016
0.081
0.002
0.006
0.2 11

0.556
0.059
0.0 54
0.607

20 .3
8
16.4
13.8
2 1.2
27
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Figure 5. Plot of the equation (7) again st the ratio of Dg to Dp. Figure 6. Application of
the different formulae, Isbash, Richardson, Breusers, Bonasoundas and eq.(7).
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CONCLUSION
The experiments that have been carried out at the Morphodynamic
Laboratory of the Hydraulic, Marine and Environmental Engineering Department
demonstrate the direct influence of the non-hydrostatic pressure distribution around
the pier, and also that such situations are responsible in great measure for the
threshold condition of the Rip Rap protection in piers. The application of the vortex
power and work gravitational rate gives some physical explanation for the presence
of the different parameters that will be present in the pier Rip Rap formulations.
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ABSTRACT
The IJkdijk (Dutch for 'calibration levee' ) is an unique Dutch facility where
full scale levees are built and brought to failure with two explicit goals: to increase the
knowledge on levee behaviour and to develop and test new sensor technologies for
flood early warning systems under field conditions. In 2009 four experiments have
been carried out, aiming at failure caused by underseepage erosion (Piping). Several
innovative sensor technologies have been tested during these experiments. In this
article the use of fibre optics is evaluated. To ensure a proper calibration of these
experimental measurements, an extensive reference monitoring program has been
carried out employing proven technology. The process of seepage erosion resulted in
a huge amount of advanced sensor information. The results and predictive values of
the measurements are analysed, compared and evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
The IJkdijk (pronounced as 'Ikedike ' and Dutch for 'calibration levee') is an
initiative where knowledge on levees and sensor technology comes together. As part
of the IJkdijk program, in Booneschans, the Netherlands, levees are built at full scale
and brought to failure with two explicit goals : to increase the knowledge on levee
behaviour and to develop and test new sensor technologies for flood early warning
systems under field conditions. This should increase both the quality of the levee
inspection process and the safety assessment of levees. The [mal goal is to develop a
flood response toolbox aimed at ensuring the timely execution of appropriate
measures. The IJkdijk project functions as an open innovation platform for testing
sensor techniques and to improve dike technology, providing benchmarking to all
contributors . By conducting experiments in a controlled environment and under predetermined conditions, knowledge about the failure mechanisms of levees can be
improved and the value of new technologies can be demonstrated. At present, more
than forty companies and institutions from five different countries cooperate in this
initiative.
The full-scale piping tests were performed at the location of the IJkdijk in the
Northeast of the Netherlands. Two large basins were created (size 30xl5m in area),
each filled with a different type of sand, having a d50 of 150 !ill1 and 210 !lm
respectively. Throughout this paper, these sands are denoted as 'fine sand' and 'coarse
sand'. A clay levee with a height of3.5m and slopes of IV:2H was built on top of the
sand by densification of smaller clay lumps. After construction a levee with a 15 m
seepage length was obtained. Figure I shows a cross-section and longitudinal section
of the full-scale tests. At the downstream side, a weir has been created to keep the
downstream water level at a constant level (approx 0.15m above the sand layer). At
the upstream side, the water level could be raised to a level of 3 m.
A total of four tests has been carried out:
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1. Fine sand, with reference monitoring and little disturbing innovative

2.
3.
4.

In

monitoring techniques (monitoring placed with a distance to the interface
sand-clay);
Coarse sand, with reference monitoring techniques only;
Fine sand, with reference monitoring techniques only;
Coarse sand, with reference monitoring and little and medium disturbing
innovative monitoring techniques (monitoring placed with and without a
distance to the interface sand-clay).
this paper results from the first experiment are presented.

c++ ·I·+ -I·i· c·i·+ ·I·+-I·H-1 ·c·I·+·I·I··,-H·I·+·I+I-I·+ ·I·+·I·I··,-I·+·H·-I·I··,-H·H--I·i-·t·i··I-I-·I--I-l--1

c·I·+-I-+-I·+ ·'·I·+-I· +·I-' ·, ·I·+·t·t-t-j·-I· I-+- I-+·I ·i··c-I·+·I·+·I·i··'·I--'·1-+'!-i'-"I'+'!"I'-I-i-'c'i"c'I'+-I'i-'c'I'+-I'i

Figure 1. Cross-section and longitudinal section of the full-scale tests.
The innovative sensor technologies which have been tested during these
experiments comprised measurements of deformations, vibrations and temperature by
glass and plastic fibre optics, dynamic imaging by acoustics, waterleakage from self
potential , deformation and well location with infrared cameras, and pore pressure, tilt
and temperature from transducers integrated with MEMS technology. In this article
the glass fibre optics measurements are evaluated against visual observations and pore
pressure measurements from 'traditional' vibrating wire piezometers, laid in a dense
grid at the interface of the levee and the sand layer.
GTC Kappelmeyer has tested the leakage detection capability of fibre optic
cables in conjunction with the Heat-Up (or Heat-Pulse) method (Dornstadter, 2010).
TenCate Geosynthetics, Inventec, EDF and geophyConsult have been involved in the
IJkdijk Piping project to provide a monitoring solution based on optical cable and on
the GeoDetect® monitoring solution (Artieres, 20 I 0).

PIPING
The process, presented in Figure 2, is considered one of the most dominant
failure mechanisms of levees in the Netherlands (Havinga and Kok, 2005). The
process, visualized in Figure 2, starts with heave and cracking of the soft soil top layer
at the land side of the levee, caused by high water pressures which are easily
transferred through the permeable sand layer. The cracks in the top soft soil layer
allow for seepage. In case the water level difference between river and land side (the
hydraulic head) is large enough, sand grains may be transported along with the water
flow , thereby creating a pipe underneath the levee. Continued erosion may finally lead
to instability and failure of the levee.
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Several models and empirical relations are available to predict the occurrence
of retrograde piping, of which the most well-known are the empirical rule of Bligh
(1910) and the model of Sellrneijer (1988), of which the latter describes the process in
most detail. However, in a recently performed safety assessment of Dutch levees
using the model of Sellmeijer, a discrepancy emerged between calculation results and
the opinion of levee managers. Scepticism existed on whether piping would actually
result in failure of the levee and the validity of the model was questioned. A large
research program was started to validate and possibly improve the model. This
program and its results are more extensively described in Van Beek & Knoeff (2009)
and Van Beek et al. (2010).

I ~'---T--T-_--':I
a) Heave

e) Progressive erosion

b) Seepage

f) Instability of the levee

r;:=>'~'----T'..~ ----,

~ __ .,.__. . _. . __ . __ ;X
c) Pipe-formation

g) Breakthrough

d) Pipe-formation

Figure 2. Process of retrograde erosion.
INSTRUMENTATION
Reference monitoring
The piping formation, more specifically the growth of the pipe, can be
monitored by the pore pressure meters. The pore pressure meters have been placed in
4 rows of 16 pressure meters each. These rows were placed at 0.2 m, 1.2 m, 3.8 m and
7.6 m from the downstream toe of the levee. A local decrease of water pressure is an
indication for pipe formation . During the progressive erosion phase, an increase of
water pressure is measured (because of the connection of the pipe with the upstream
side). Figure 3 shows two contour plots of the hydraulic gradients as measured in the
sand layer during pipe formation (phase d in Figure 2) and near the end of the
progressive erosion phase (phase e in Figure 2).
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1 Oct 2009, 6:25 pm (t=54.4 hours)
3 Oct 2009, 4:00 pm (t=1 00 hours)
Figure 3. Contour plots of hydraulic gradients in sand layer.
Figure 4 shows the levee half an hour after collapse, which took place on
October 3rd , 2009 at 4:20 pm.

Figure 4. The first IJkdijk piping test shortly after collapse.
Heated fibre optic cables
GTC Kappelmeyer has tested the leakage detection capability of fibre optic
cables in conjunction with the Heat-Up (or Heat-Pulse) method (Domstadter, 2010) .
The fibre optic cable was deployed both in sand and clay, parallel to the length axis of
the levee. All cables were installed as single lines, except for one cable which runs in
equidistant parallel loops in a mat, see Figure 5.
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Figure 5. left: cable deployed in clay; right: mat deployed in sand.
For the Heat-Up method the fibre optic cable was heated up by sending an
electrical current through the metallic cable coating (stranded steel wires). The fibre
optic temperature measurements were conducted with an OTS 40P laser unit. All the
instruments and the steering unit for the heating was place in a box on the crest of the
dam. A mobile generator supplied the power for the heating.
Six cables were placed in the test. Three were placed at a depth of 10 cm in the
sand layer, one at 1.5 m, one at 7.5 m and one at 13.5 m from the downstream toe of
the levee. The other three were placed about 10 cm above the sand-clay interface, in
the clay, one at 5m, one at 8.5m and one at 10m from the downstream toe.
Failure of the levee occurred at 3 October 2009, at 4:20 pm. The cables placed
in the sand layer give more detailed information about the failure than the cables
placed in the clay, see Figures 6 and 7. The cables show local shifts in temperature
one hour before the failure of the levee occurs. The locations of these shifts (at the
white and blue parts) correspond with the locations where an increase of the water
pressures is measured during the progressive erosion phase (measured by the pore
pressure meters, the reference monitoring).
,
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Geotextile glass fibre optics
TenCate Geosynthetics, Inventec, EDF and geophyConsult have been
involved in the IJkdijk Piping project to provide a monitoring solution based on
optical cable and on the GeoDetect® monitoring solution (Artieres, 20 I 0).
The experiment in test I was to monitor the erosion process at the interface
between the clayey levee and the erodible sandy subsoil. The optical cables were used
without textile to avoid any perturbation. Having the geotextile in place would
provide the added value of anchoring the optical cable to the soil to prevent slippage
and act as a filter to delay micro-erosion's progress which may give levee owners
more time to react (hence the ' little disturbing' influence of the innovative monitoring
techniques in this test). One multi mode optical cable was installed and connected to
the instrumentation to measure a temperature profile. The optical cable was installed
in the saturated sand at a depth of 10 cm below the sand surface, see Figure 8. The
cable was installed parallel to the dike at six parallel lines at an increasing distance to
the downstream toe, see Figure 9.

Figure 8. Installati on of th e o pti cal cable (blue) in th e submerged sand layer.
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The plots of the raw temperatures measured by the optical cable indicate
progressive erosion of the pipe from the upstream side to the downstream side of the
dike on October 3rd , 2009 at 1:26 pm (see the green circle in Figure 10), i.e. about 4
hours before the levee failed. A post-failure analysis that is about to be included in
real-time data analysis modules has revealed the presence of precursors several days
before collapse (Artieres et aI., 20 I 0).
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In the fourth test, a 40 cm wide GeoDetect® strip embedding optical cables
both for temperature and strain measurement was buried at 10 cm depth in dry sand
well before the test in the three lines the nearest to the downstream toe, while in the
other three locations only temperature was measured. Figure II shows some results
from this other test. In test 4, failure took place at 5 December 2009, at 2:25 pm.
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Figure 11. Test 4, results of temperature (left) and strain (right) measurements.
The upper right plot indicates a pipe right to the middle already on the
afternoon before failure. The intermediate effects of the progressive failure process on
the temperature below the levee early in the next morning is clearly shown in the
lower left plot. The strain measurements give complementary information, even
though they are less sensitive in this case as the geotextile fiber optic sensors were not
placed close to failure zone for experimental reasons.

CONCLUSIONS
The process of piping is studied in full-scale tests at IJkdijk experiment site in
Booneschans. The use of pore pressure meters as an early warning system for piping
in levees is demonstrated. Water pressure measurements give an indication of the
phase of piping attained in the test.
Temperature measurements tum out to be effective for detecting signs of
failure by piping, especially the progressive erosion phase is easily detected this way.
As expected, the closer the optical fibers are located to the leaks, the better the
predictions are, both for temperature and strain measurements. The cables placed in
the sand layer give more detailed information about the failure than the cables placed
in the clay because of the permeability of the sand layer.
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The results presented here show that temperature measurements near the top of
a sand layer sensitive to underseepage erosion can be quite effective for the early
detection of progressive erosion. Combined with the fact that such measurements may
be performed at much lower costs than pore pressure measurements, this may become
an efficient detection method in flood safety programs, especially if local last-minute
measures can be taken to avoid failure ofthe levee.
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ABSTRACT: A detailed analysis of the sediment movement in t he vicinity of a
cylindrical pier is presented. The experiments were conducted in a laboratory flum e.
The movement of the sediment grains was detected and evaluated by image processing
techniques at several stages of the scouring process. The pictures of t he sediment
surface were captured with a CMOS-camera from above through a plexiglass plate
which was slightly submerged on the water surface. 20% of the sediment grains were
colored black to assure a significant contrast. The experiments were conducted for 20 h
at 80% of the critical section averaged velocity. The results of the study comprise
t ime-averaged moving directions and magnitudes, scatterplots of the displacement
events and t ransport intensities at a high spatial resolution for all scouring stages.
The temporal evolution of the main scouring agents (tangential velocity components
and the horseshoe-vortex system) and t heir importance during the particular stages
were evaluated. The development of t he grain velocity magnitudes, the dispersion of
movement events and the transport intensities are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Despite a notable amount of scientific investigations on scouring around cylindrical piers the prediction of the maximum scour depth and the temporal evolution
of the scour hole is still not possible with a satisfying reliability. Most of the scour
formu la available are based on experimental laboratory investigations of the scour
depth evolut ion. Due to t he specific conditions of t hese different experiments their
fi eld of application is limited. This fact leads to significant deviations of t he predicted
scour depth and temporal evolut ion in comparative calculations (L ink (2006)). For
t he development of a more universal approach for the prediction of scour at bridge
constructions further detailed investigat ions of the flow field and the related erosion
processes are necessary. Additionally a gTeat demand arises for t hese experimental studies to improve and validate numerical models for the simulation of scouring
processes.
Many investigations on the main influencing factors of the scour hole development (flow field , erosion processes, scour hole geometry) can be found in the literature.
Hj orth (1975 ) studied t he flow fi eld and the bed shear stress at the initial stage (flat
bed), Melville (1975) and Melville and Raudkivi (1977) measured velo cities near the
bed and in radial planes and described the erosion processes for init ial, intermediate
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and equilibrium scour holes. Zanke (1982) also gave a detailed description of the
erosion processes and their evolut ion in time. Dargahi (1990) analysed the horseshoe vortex system (HV-system) at the pier fmnt and related his findings to the
development of the scour hole geometry. Dey and Raikar (2007) measured the flow
field in radial planes with an ADV-probe for several evolution stages respectively and
analysed the HV-system. Unger and Hager (2007) conducted PIV measurements in
several vertical and horizontal planes around a half-cylinder mounted at the side wall
of a flume and analysed the HV characteristics.
During the last years several researchers designed image processing based
methods fo r the measurement of sediment movement in laboratory flumes. Pilotti
et al. (1997), Sechet and LeGuennec (1999), Keshavarzy and Ball (1999) and Papanicolaou et al. (1999) recorded image series of particles moving along the flume bottom
in uniform open channel flow and processed them manually or automatically. Radice
et al. (2008) applied image processing techniques to map the sediment movement in
the vicinity of abutments.
In this work the kinematics of the sediment erosion processes in the vicini ty of
a cylindrical bridge pier are analysed. The grain movements were mapped in image
series and analysed via digital image processing techniques. Eight different stages
of the scour evolution (after 5, 30, 60,120,240,480,720 and 1200 min) were analysed
and the qualitative results of the above mentioned literature were compared to t hese
findings .

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the following the experimental setup is presented. A more detailed description can be found in Pfleger et al. (20 10).
Flume
The experiments were conducted in the Hydromechanics Laboratory of the
Technische Universitiit Miinchen. 16 m downstream of the inlet of a 1.20 m wide
flume a cylindrical pier (D = O.lOm) was embedded in the center of the flume in a
0.30 m deep sand bed. 6.5 m upstream of the cylinder the bottom was elevated and
covered with a sediment layer. Two flow straighteners of different mesh size were
placed in the approach flow.
Sediment
Uniform natural coarse sand with a representative diameter d5D = 1.9 mm was
used. The angle of repose was measured to be 30°. 20% of the grains were colored
black to ensure a significant contrast for the image processing.
Hydraulic conditions
The presented exp eriment was conducted at a flow depth of 0.15 m and a
section averaged flow velocity of 0.365 m/s. This corresponds to 80% of the critical
section averaged flow velocity at a flow depth of 0.15 m. The Reynolds number based
on the pier diameter is Re = 32000.
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Measurement setup
The image series of the sediment surface were captured from vertically above
in two camera positions by a black and white CMOS-camera at 0.63 Mpx and a frame
rate of 27 fps. The pixel to grain ratio was found to be 0.145d 5o . A plexiglass plate
was slightly submerged on the water surface to provide a defined optical access to the
sediment surface. The measurement area was lightened continuously by two spotlights
from above and an additional light source inside the cylinder. The setup is sketched
in Figure 1.
spot~ts

spotlights

~
fram,
flow

A

rc:::::

~

fr.un 2

camc~ 0pIer
.

scour edge

plexiglassplate
Side view

Top view

Figure 1: Measurement setup

IMAGE PROCESSING
The images captured in t his setup were analysed by digital image processing
techniques. The basic principles are presented in the following section. A detailed
description can be found in Pfleger et al. (20 10).
Image processing and evaluation algorithm
Parts of the methods introduced by Papanicolaou et al. (1999) and Radice
et al. (2008) were adopted to develop a new algorithm which suits the conditions of
the pier scour experiment best.
The image processing is based on the subtraction of the intensity mat rices of
consecutive frames and the evaluat ion of non-zero spots in the result ing difference
images . To avoid problems with moving uncoloured sediment grains which only have
a minor contrast to their background only the movement of black colored gTains is
detected. In most cases t hey have a significant contrast to the background except
moving above other black grains.
The images are first top-hat filtered to eliminate all non-black pixels and afterwards difference images are produced such that moving black grains appear in the
first difference frame in the original position and in the second in their new position.
After applying a median filt er the non-black pixel groups (the former black grains)
are defined to be gTains if they meet a certain size criterion . For the gr ains in the
first difference image corresponding grains in the second image are determined via
a correlation coefficient. Therefore a maximum movement radius is defined and for
grains within this radius the correlation coefficient composed of the gray scale similarity, the deviation from the most probable movement direction in this area (out of
a first iteration step) and the exclusion of white grains moving over black background
is calculated for each of these gTains (Pfleger et al. (2010)) . The grain pair with the
highest correlation coefficient leads to the calculation of displacement and velocity.
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Perspective calibration
Due to the three dimensional scour hole surface a perspective calibration of the
images is necessary. Therefore geometry measurements of the sediment surface at the
investigated stages of the scouring process were made. For each stage an experiment
was done for the corresponding time and the geometry was mapped by a laser distance
sensor. The topography data are used to conduct a coordinate transformation to
determine the real positions that are represented by each pixel.
Postprocessing
Since only the black grains are detected and the movement intensities in some
scour regions are very low, the number of detected displacements in some areas is not
high enough to yield sufficient statistics. Thus a spatial median filter is applied to the
averaged vector fields . In Pfleger et a1. (2010) it is shown that the filter is smoothing
the field and not changing the tendencies of the raw pattern .

RESULTS
The sediment movement patterns of the above described scour experiment
were analysed for eight scouring stages (after 5, 30, 60 , 120,240,480,720 and 1200 min).
40,000 to 50,000 frames per stage were recorded since only the displacements of the
black grains were detected and in some areas of the scour hole the movement intensity
is very low. Since at most about 10,000 frames (recording time about 6 min) can be
captured without a considerable change in scour geometry the experiment was run
several times to get a satisfying amount of samples .
The temporal evolution of the scour depth shows the typical logarithmic shape.
After 1200 min the deepening rate is lower than one grain diameter per hour and
therefore quasi-equilibrium is considered to be reached (Link et a1. (2006)).
In Figure 2 the vicinity of t he pier is divided in hydrodynamically reasonable
sections for a better understanding of the follmving explanations.
As described in the previous section the measurement system assumes that
no suspended transport occurs since all detected movements are projected to the
sediment surface. For t he transport situation of this experiment the assumption is
right for all regions of t he scour hole except a small area directly at the backside of
the pier (6.1 and the neighboring part of 7).
In general all velocities mentioned in the fo llowing section are grain velocities.
0.25;------------_

0.'
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

Figure 2: Definition of regions in the pier vicinity
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Mean grain velocity fields
The mean grain velocities and movement directions were investigated in squared
interrogation areas with a length of 0.01 m. In F igure 3 the kinematic patterns of all
stages are presented. The backgwund by color represents the ratio of the radial to
the tangential component of the grain velocity field with respect to the cylinder axis.
Dark gray stands for movement radially inwards, white radially outwards and areas
with tangential or no movement are colored as shown in the center of the colormap
in Figure 3.
After 5 min the pattern is dominated by tangential components. Directly at
the pier bottom a circular region (1.1-5.1) with high grain velocities can be depicted.
Especially in this area almost no radial component appears. Very close to the stagnation plane upstream t he cylinder a small area of displacements directed outwards can
be seen. This pattern matches with the velocity and bed shear stress fields measured
by Hjorth (1975) and Melville (1975) and observations described by Zanke (1982)
and Dargahi (1990) . The main scouring agent during the initial stage is the accelerated flow at the pier sides. T he HV-system is present but weak. The footprint of
its rotation can be seen at the pier front but at the pier sides the vortex system is
almost eliminated by the tangential flow. This corresponds to the PlY-measurements
of Unger and Hager (2007) who showed that the downflow at the pier front is initially
mainly deflected in the tangential direction. Outside of t his inner ring (everywhere
but 1.1-5.1 ) the grains move mainly in t he streamwise direction.
The characteristics of the movements have not changed after 30 min. Upstream
the pier t he radial components in the inner ring (1.1) become slightly more dominant
due to the growth of the HV-system when the scour gets deeper (iVlelville (1975 ),
Zanke (1982), Dargahi (1990)) . Additionally further outside (1.2, 2.2 , 3.2) the grains
begin to slide down the scour slope. Thus the component pointing radially inwards
grows.
The results after 60 and 120 min do not differ significantly. The structure of a
slowly growing and strengthening HV-system, tangential transport at the pier sides
(2.1 , 3.1, 4.1, 5.1) and sliding movements along the upper scour slope (1.2, 2.2, 3.2)
are still observable. Especially aft er 120 min the magnitude of the tangential vectors
at the sides decreases .
For the vector fields after 240,480,720 and 1200 min a general tendency is noticeable. In the sections 1.2, 2.2 , 3.2 , 1.3, 2.3 and 3.3 avalanches occur. Below this
area (1.1, 2.1, 3.1) the influence of the HV-system is constantly growing. The contours in Figure 3 show a white a rea representing the impact of the HV-system on
the erosion process. While the scour deepens this ring expands downstream and in
radial direction. Near the stagnation plane the ring reaches t he pier front , corresponding to the vortex structme e.g. measured by Dey and Raikar (2007) or Unger
and Hager (2007). Following the pier side downstream after 240 and 480 min an area
of tangential movement is present where the influence of the tangentially deflected
downflow is evident (2.1, 3.1, 4.1 , 5.1). This tangential movement decreases during
the further process. The effective range of the HV-system expands towards the pier
in the upstream half of the scom (1.1 , 2.1, 3.1). This corresponds to the vortex size
evolution measurements by Muzzammil and Gangadhariah (2003). The influence of
the accelerated tangential flow components decreases.
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Figure 4: Streamlines of sediment movement after 5, 240 and 1200 min
In the downstream half of the scour hole initially sediment is deposited and
forms a small hill (7). At the outer side of this hill streamwise movement is superposed
by a slight sliding component directed down the hillside. Close to the pier (5 .1 , 6.1)
for all scouring stages the erosive effect of a small detachment zone (non uniform
movement directions) can be observed,
In Figure 4 t he streamline plots of the sediment movement after 5, 240 and
1200 min are shown. The patterns agree very well with the mean near-bed velocity
directions shown in Melville (1975) for the initial, the intermediate and the equilibrium
scour hole respectively. The change of the main erosion directions in between these
three stages is evident . This reveals the processes described before.
Figure .5 shows the magnitude of the mean grain velocity vectors after 5,240
and 1200 min. The values are normali zed by the section averaged velocity of the
channel flow u _bulk . After 5 min the highest values appear at the upstream facing
cylinder sides (2. 1, 3. 1) where the scouring process starts and downstream of the
cylinder where the grains are transported off the scour hole (7) . The mean grain
velocities are lower than 30% of the approaching flow velocity even in the initial
stage, The grain velocities in the later stages are in general lower than at the
beginning. This is especially essential in the upstream half where the transport is
now dominated by the HV-system and avalanches in the upper slope. In this part
a ring with very low mean grain velocities appears approximately in the middle of
the scour slope (1.2, 2.2, 3.2). This is where the two phenomena converge and an
unstable rim is formed (Melville and Raudkivi (1977)). During the scouring process
the velocities downstream the cylinder where the gTains are transp orted off t he scour
hole (7) decrease significantly.
Scatterplots of movement directions
Since the averaged grain velocity values do not fully represent the dynamics of
the erosion process scatterplots of the two cartesian velocity components are shown for
every second interrogation area in Figure 6. Each point corresponds to one measured
combination of grain velocity components in the x- and y-direction within this area.
The scour hole is shown after 5 and 240 min. As described for the mean value plots
the properties of the intermediate and the equilibrium scour hole are very similar.
In the initial stage the point clouds in the high velocity area at the upstream
facing pier sides (1.1, 2.1 , 3.1 ) are relatively compact. In the section 1.2, 2.2 and 3.2
the data points are distributed across a wider area in many directions. This could
be referred to an already established small detachment zone along the scour edge.
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Close to the stagnation plane the influence of the g;rowing HV-system scatters the
points significantly. In the detachment zone in the wake of the pier (5.1, 6.1) the
grain movements fill all quadrants of the scatterplots equally. In section 7 where the
movement direction is comparatively straight out of the scour the allocation of the
displacement events is uniform.
After 240 min the influence of the HV-system can be distinguished (1.1-3 .1,
1.2-3.2) . Even if there are quite distinct mean movement directions in this area the
displacements are spread over a wide range. This refers to the uphill transport by
the HV and the temporary collapsing rim. Additionally the highly turbulent nature
of the HV-system leads to spatially and temporarily fluctuating transport events . In
the downstream half of the scour the data points are again less scattered (7) . Here
the less flu ctuating accelerated flow components dominate the erosion process.
Transport intensities
In Figure 7 the transport intensities are represented by the number of displaced
gTains per second and square centimetre.
After 5 min in the upstream part a concentrically shaped area with high transport intensities is evident (2.1-4.1). Here also relatively high gTain velocity magnitudes
appear which lead to an effective transport. Inside this ring close to the pier the number of moving grains is significantly lower. The grain velocities are comparable but
the tangentially accelerated flow as the main scouring agent reaches the scour bottom
not constantly. An explanation for this is that the ah'eady weakly acting HV-system
pushes the effective flow components temporarily away from the pier sides. In the
downstream part high but not effective transport intensities in the detachment zone
(5.1, 6.1) and considerably smaller but uniform transport events in section 7 can be
observed.
For the intermediate and the equilibrium scour hole the HV-system causes
high intensities in its effective range (1.2-3.2). In contrast to the equilibrium stage
after 240 min many grains are also displaced in the sections 5.1 and 6.1 pointing to a
detached flow . This matches with the velocity measurement in horizontal planes by
Unger and Hager (2007) who state that inside a developed scour hole the flow does
not detach from the cylinder. In general the transport intensities after 1200 min tend
to zero.

o

0.0875

0.175

0.2625

-

Figure 5: Velocity magnitudes of sediment movement after 5,240 and 1200 min
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The initial scour hole formation is mainly caused by tangentially accelerated
flow components. This results in relatively uniform movement directions at the pier
sides and in the downstream part at comparably high mean grain velocities. The
combination of mainly downstream directed gTain movements and high erosion rates
leads to a rapid scour growth. In the growing scour the influence of the HV-system on
the erosion is increased. The caused movements are a combination of uphill transport
by the HV and avalanches due to temporarily collapses of the scour slope. Thereby a
rim is established in the middle of the slope. The contribution of these displacements
to the mass transport off the scour is small since the two described transport effects
have almost opposite directions. In the regions where t he effective transport out of
the scour takes place the intensities and gTain velocity magnitudes are decreasing.
This combination leads to the deceleration of the scouring process.
In a continuative work near wall LDA measurements in the scour region will be
conducted. In a fL'Ced scour hole geometry mean velocities and turbulence intensities
will be measured and combined with the results of this study to gain more detailed
dependencies between flow field and sediment transport within a scour hole.
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ABSTRACT
Scour forming around an isolated bridge abutment with curved end is
investigated in this study. Clear water scour experiments are conducted for an
abutment in a 25 m long sediment flume at a Reynolds number of 45000. 3D scour
patterns forming around the abutments are obtained using an array of acoustic
transducers along a grid refined up to 1-2 cm spacing at different stages of the scour.
Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) is performed at the same channel Reynolds
number for flat bed case (initiation of the scour) and for two deformed bed cases
(intermediate stages of scour). Incoming flow in the simulations were fully turbulent
containing unsteady velocity fluctuations. Variations in the structure and intensity of
the horseshoe vortex system are investigated. At the initial stage of the scour the
main and secondary horseshoe vortices undergo aperiodic bimodal oscillations.
Those oscillations cause the horseshoe vortices to induce large bed shear stress
values beneath them. As the scour hole starts forming secondary necklace vortex,
HV2, gets closer to the primary necklace vortex, HV I, and merges with it at a
location close to the abutment tip.
INTRODUCTION
Bridge abutments cause a very complex 3D flow field to occur within its
proximity. The incoming boundary layer separates as the abutment is approached in
the presence of the adverse pressure gradients. As a result of this separation, necklace
shaped vortical structures (so called horseshoe vortex system) form around base of
the abutment. When the abutment lies on top of an erodible bed material, the
horseshoe vortex (HV) system plays an important role in the evolution of the scour
hole around this structure.
Although there are many studies that tried to predict the scouring pattern and
maximum scour depth for different hydraulic conditions and shapes of the structure
(for a review see Melville, 1997), less effort has been made to understand the
intricate flow physics behind the local scouring process and, in particular, the role
played by the large-scale coherent structures present around the bridge abutments.
The turbulent horseshoe vortex system that forms around the bridge abutment
is unsteady as its size, intensity and location changes with time. HV system is
responsible for the increase in the turbulent kinetic energy and pressure r.m.s.
fluctuations around its core locations along its trajectory. Furthermore HV system
induces large bed shear stress and pressure r.m.s. fluctuations on the bed.
Koken and Constantinescu (2008a, 2008b) provided the first in-depth study
of the structure and the unsteady dynamics of the flow field forming around vertical
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wall abutments both for flat bed and deformed bed conditions. They used a well
resolved Large Eddy Simulation (LES) to simulate the flow field around the vertical
wall abutment at a Reynolds number of 18,000 for both flat bed and deformed bed
conditions. Flat bed conditions corresponded to the initiation of the scouring process
and the deformed bed conditions represented the equilibrium scour conditions.
Although the initial and final stages of the scour are investigated in their
study Koken and Constantinescu (2008a, 2008b) did not consider the intermediate
stages. It is not clear how the coherent structures forming around the abutment
changes throughout the scouring process. In the present study for a selected abutment
length, the coherent structures, (especially the HV system) forming around the
abutment are investigated at initial and two intermediate stages of the scour using
DES.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experiments used in this study are performed in a 25 m long laboratory
sediment flume which has width and height of 1.5 m and 0.5 m, respectively. Sand
particles with a median size of dso = 1.5 mm was used in the experiments. Sediment
compartment of the channel, which is 6 m long, was filled with this material. These
particles were also stuck on the channel surface to maintain uniform roughness. An
abutment which has a 10 cm diameter semi-circular end was attached to one of the
sidewalls within the sediment compartment section of the channel. The total length
of the abutment including the semi-circular end was 15 cm. Mean approach velocity,
U, and the flow depth, D, are selected as 0.335 m/s and 0.135 m, respectively, to
ensure clear water scour conditions within the channel. The channel Reynolds
number obtained using the mean approach velocity and flow depth was around
45 ,000. Experiment was started and run for 2 hours. Then 3D scour patterns forming
around the abutment were measured using an array of acoustic transducers along a
grid refined up to 1-2 cm spacing. After this, experiment was run for another 2 hours
which continued with the similar bathymetric measurements. Obtained bathymetric
data together with the typical scour and deposition dimensions are given for both
scour stages in Figure-I.
NUMERICAL MODEL
Detached Eddy Simulation is used to simulate the flow forming around the
isolated bridge abutment which was described above. No wall functions are used in
the simulations. The code uses fractiona l step method to integrate 3-D
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Generalized curvilinear coordinates are
used on non-staggered grid. Convective terms in the momentum equations are
discretized using a blend of fifth-order accurate upwind biased scheme and secondorder central scheme. All other terms in the momentum and pressure-Poisson
equations are approximated using second-order central differences. The discrete
momentum (predictor step) and turbulence model equations are integrated in pseudotime using alternate direction implicit (ADI) approximate factorization scheme. In
the present DES simulation, the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) one-equation model was
used. Time integration in the DES code is done using a double time-stepping
algorithm and local time stepping is used to accelerate the convergence at each
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physical time step. The time discretization is second order accurate. A general
description of the code used in tbis study is given by Constantinescu and Squires
(2004) .
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Figure-I: Scour and deposition pattern around tbe abutment obtained
experimentally after: a) 2 bours (stage-I); b) 4 bours (stage-2).
All the parameters are normalized using tbe mean approach velocity U, and
flow depth D for the simulations. One flat bed (initiation of scour) and two deformed
bed (intermediate stages of scour) simulations are conducted for the same abutment.
The bathymetry data obtained from the experiments are used in the latter two
simulations. Simulation performed at two hour scour conditions will be called as
stage-I and the one performed at four hour scour conditions will be called as stage-2
throughout tbe rest of the text. For all three simulations, total length of the domain
was 38D where the abutment was placed at 8D distance from the inlet section.
Consistent with the experimental model, flow domain bad a width of 1!.lID.
Abutment has a width of O.74D and a length of I.IID including the semi-circular
end. The domain is meshed using more than 4 million computational nodes. Nondimensional grid spacing along all the solid boundaries in the wall normal direction
was t:,/ = yu.lv - I wall units (assuming that u.lU = 0.04, see Figure-2) . At the inlet
section a fully developed velocity profile which contained turbulent fluctuations are
introduced in a time accurate fashion . This data is previously obtained from another
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Large Eddy Simulation performed at the same Reynolds number in a periodic
straight channel and stored in a file. A convective boundary condition is used at the
outlet which allowed the turbulent structures to leave the domain in a time accurate
fashion without producing unphysical oscillations. Free surface is treated as a rigid
lid. This is a reasonable assumption since the Froude number is - 0.29 within the
experiments.

Figure-2: Abutment dimensions and typical computational mesh around it.
RESULTS
Horseshoe Vortex System
Coherent structures at the upstream of the abutment together with the
horseshoe vortex system that wraps around the abutment are visualized using Qcriterion in Figure 3 for flat bed conditions and at two different scour stages (note
that separated shear layers are covered in this figure). At the initiation of the scour
(see Figure-3a) there are three horseshoe vortices which wrap around the base of the
abutment together with a vertically oriented comer vortex, CVl , at the upstream
recirculation region. Similar to the findings of Koken and Constantinescu (2008a),
this corner vortex originates at the free surface and bends in the lateral direction as
the bed is approached, where it merges with HVI. As a result it convects additional
fluid and momentum from the regions close to the free surface into the core ofHVI.
Main horseshoe vortex, HV I, originates close to the lateral wall and follows
the upstream abutment face until the tip of the abutment where it bends in the flow
direction. Past the abutment this vortex rapidly diffuses within the flow filed. On the
other hand, secondary horseshoe vortex HV2 is larger in size and it is more coherent
compared to HVI and HV3. In the flow direction HV2 preserves its coherence up to
a distance of 17D away from the abutment axis .
At scour stage-I, with the formation of the scour hole around the abutment,
not only new coherent structures are observed around the abutment but also new
interactions arise among these vortices (see Figure-3b) . At this stage a secondary
corner vortex CV2 is observed as well as the main corner vortex CV I inside the
upstream recirculation region. CV2 is located at the upstream of the main corner
vortex, CVI , and is smaller in size compared to it. CVl continues to feed the main
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necklace vortex HV 1, whereas the secondary corner vortex CV2 feeds HV2 in a
similar manner.

b

c
Figure-3 : Vortical structures around the abutment for the mean flow (DES)
visualized by Q criterion for : a) Flat bed; b) Scour stage-I; c) Scour stage-2.
(HV: horseshoe vortex, CV: corner vortex)
Secondary and tertiary horseshoe vortices HV2 and HV3 get closer to the
abutment at this stage. At the upstream of the abutment HVI and HV2 are confined
within the scour hole whereas HV3 follows its edge. With the formation of the scour
hole, a new counter rotating horseshoe vortex HV4 forms in between HV2 and HV3
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close to the bed. This vortex pushes HV2 away from the bed (see Figure-4b). As a
result this vortex gets closer to the main horseshoe vortex HVI and starts interacting
with it. At a location close to the tip of the abutment HV I and HV2 merges into one
vortex which will be called as HVI * (see Figure-4c). Past the abutment HVI *
follows the upslope and gets away from the bed. At a distance approximately 3.5D
downstream of the abutment axis, core ofHVI * reaches mid-flow depth.
Compared with the first scour stage at stage-2 scour hole gets approximately
8% and 21 % larger in the lateral and streamwise directions respectively (see FigureI). Moreover, the maximum scour depth measured from the free surface increases
from 1.70D to 1.85D. However the horseshoe vortex system is very similar to the
one observed in stage-I. The only difference is the length scale over which HVI *
remains coherent. At stage-I HVI * remains coherent up to a distance of 4D from the
abutment axis in the downstream direction whereas in stage-2 HV I * is coherent up
to 7D away from the abutment axis. This is related to the difference in the
bathymetry at different scour stages, especially the steepness of the upslope at the
downstream of the abutment (see Figure- I). Since at stage-l the magnitude of this
slope is larger, HVI ' gets away from the channel bed at a shorter length and diffuses
within the flow quickly.

Figure-4: Mean out of plane vorticity contours together with the streamline
patterns and resolved pressure r.m.s. fluctuations in representative vertical
sections for: a) Initial scour stage; b) Scour stage-2; c) Scour stage-2. (see insets
in a and b for plane locations)
Figures 4 show the streamline patterns superimposed on normalized out-ofplane vorticity contours, (O n D / U, and the distribution of the normalized pressure
r.m.s. fluctuations p, 2 /(p 2U 4)on vertical planes which cut through the HV system
at different stages of scour. Here (On is the out of plane vorticity, whereas p is the
density. Throughout all the scour process pressure r.m.s. fluctuations are amplified
within the core location of the primary and secondary necklace vortices. Moreover,
at the initial stage of scour both for HV I and HV2 r.m.s. pressure fluctuations show a
double peaked distribution (see Figure-4a). This is a consequence of the bimodal
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nature of the flow within the main and secondary horseshoe vortices. The presence of
large scale aperiodic oscillations were identified within the HV system forming
around junction flows for the first time by Devenport and Simpson (1990). Koken
and Constantinescu (2008a and 2008b) also identified this kind of oscillations for
vertical wall abutment flows . However this is the first time these bimodal oscillations
are observed both for the main and the secondary horseshoe vortices. The main
reason for HV2 to have this bimodal behavior just like HVI is that the core of HV2
is close enough to the abutment wall to get affected by it. Once the scour hole starts
forming, as discussed earlier, HV2 is pushed towards HVI because of the presence
of a counter-rotating horseshoe vortex HV4 beneath HV2 close to the bed (see
Figure-4b) . At this section the bimodal nature is still present for HVI (see the
elongated amplification region within the core location of HVI). Even after the
merging ofHVI and HV2 bimodal oscillations are observed within the core ofHVI *
at sections close to the abutment tip (see Figure-4c).
Bed Shear Stress
The distribution of the normalized mean bed shear stress at initial stage and
two later stages of the scour are given in Figure-5. At the initial stage, large bed
shear stress values are observed in the acceleration region close to the tip of the
abutment and beneath the horseshoe vortices (especially beneath HV I). Maximum
normalized mean bed shear stress is measured as 0.015 at a location close to the tip
of the abutment. For the experimental flow conditions the critical normalized bed
shear stress is obtained from the Shields diagram as "C wJ (pU 2 ) = 0.007. Possible scour
regions where "C w is larger than "C we are located at the upstream of the abutment and
beneath the upstream part of the separated shear layers and the main horseshoe
vortex HVI (see Figure Sa).
At scour stage-I, with the formation of the scour hole at distances close to the
bed, separated shear layers tend to curve behind the abutment. Because of this
mechanism, some of the separated shear layer eddies tend to be entrained within the
recirculation region. As a result, large bed shear stress values are observed at the
downstream part of the abutment close to its tip. Also beneath the position where
HVI and HV2 merges, large bed shear stress values are observed. The maximum
normalized mean bed shear stress value observed at stage-I and stage-2 is around
0.0 I and there is only a very small region at the downstream of the abutment where
normalized mean bed shear stress is larger than "C wJ (pU 2) = 0.007. However this
critical value is obtained for flat bed conditions and has to be modified to take into
account the bed slope effects. This is done by the formulation provided by Brooks
and Shukry (1963), and the corrected normalized critical bed shear stress, "Cwc'/(pU\
for sediment entrainment is calculated at every point on the bed. Obtaining this
value, distribution of "Cw!"C wc ' is plotted over the bathymetry both at stage-I and
stage-2 (see Figure-6). Locations where this ratio is larger than I (which is enclosed
by solid lines in Figure-6) represents the possible scour regions. Consistent with the
experimental observations, the scour occurs mostly at the upstream of the abutment
along the walls of the scour hole at two separate locations. There is also a small
region at the base of the scour hole which is exposed to erosion. Compared with
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stage-I , one can see the considerable decrease in the possible erosion area at stage-2.
This is logical as stage-2 is closer to the equilibrium scour conditions at which there
is practically no erosion (t w Itwc ' is always less than 1).
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Figure-5: Distribution of the normalized mean bed shear stress for: a) Flat bed
(solid line is 'twl pU 2 = 0.007); b) Scour stage-I; c) Scour stage-2.
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Figure-6: Distribution of the normalized mean bed shear stress
CONCLUSIONS
DES is used in the present study to investigate the changes in the coherent
structures and especially the horseshoe vortex system at different stages of the scour
process. At the initial stage of the scour, main horseshoe vortex is smaller in size and
diffuses rapidly within the flow filed while the secondary necklace vortex is larger in
size and remains coherent for a longer length in the streamwise direction . At this
stage both of the vortices undergo aperiodic bimodal oscillations. Those oscillations
cause the horseshoe vortices to induce large bed shear stress values beneath them. As
the scour hole starts forming secondary necklace vortex HV2 gets closer to the
primary necklace vortex HVI and merges with it at a location close to the abutment
tip. Bimodal oscillations are still present for this newly formed vortex.
At the initial stage of the scour bed shear stress values are obtained to be
larger than the critical value required for sediment entrainment in the acceleration
region close to the tip of the abutment and especially beneath the main necklace
vortex HVI. This is the region where erosion starts forming. As the scour hole starts
developing, at stage-l mainly at two locations shear stress values exceed critical bed
shear stress. These regions lay on the downslope of the scour hole at the downstream
of the abutment and at the location where the scour hole is curved in the flow
direction. This explains how the scour hole grows in the lateral and longitudinal
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directions. As the erosion continues at stage-2 at the same locations shear stress
values are still larger than the critical value. However the area of these regions are
considerably smaller. This is an expected result as the flow is approaching to the
equilibrium scour conditions.
Since the changes in the structure of the horseshoe vortex system is not very
different at stage-l (2 hour scour) and stage-2 (4 hour scour); as a next step, a new
experiment and a simulation will be held i.e. for 8 hour scour conditions .
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ABSTRACT
Excessive scour downstream of stilling basins poses significant risk of
structural failure. This problem was experimentally investigated at Michigan
Technological University in a Froude-scaled, physical model of one such structure
operated by the South Florida Water Management District. Detailed flow
measurements were taken on a flow scenario that resulted in high scour, namely that
of a high flow rate and upstream headwater depth and a low tailwater depth .
Equilibrium bed scour and velocity measurements were taken using an Acoustic
Doppler Velocimeter. Velocity data was used to construct a vector plot in order to
identify which flow components contribute to the scour hole. It was found that
downward-plunging flow upon leaving the stilling basin induces the primary scour
hole.
INTRODUCTION
Despite the best efforts by engineers to design robust water control structures,
bed scour can lead to unexpected structure failure if it is not monitored on a regular
basis. Determining the extent of bed scour may require specialized equipment and
training. In situations where bed scour is known to threaten a structure, steps should be
taken to reduce the rate at which bed scour occurs. The costs of both monitoring and
remediation of bed scour can be minimized by conducting experiments on a scalemodel structure. A model of the structure in question may be constructed in order to
study the effectiveness of the chosen method of bed scour reduction. These results,
when used in conjunction with numerical modeling, should give the user a good idea
of what to expect.
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A significant amount of study has been devoted to address scour related issues
in hydraulic structures including spillways, bridges, and culverts. Many researchers
and scientists performed various kinds of experiments to understand the scour
phenomena. Xu et al. (2004) performed an experiment in a glass flume and predicted
scour depth ratio for non-aerated and aerated jets. Canepa and Hager (2003) performed
experiments in which a free jet at an angle of 30° was injected to estimate the scour
profile. Schmocker et al. (2008) conducted an experiment in a rectangular approach
channel to study aeration distribution. Dey and Westrich (2003) conducted an
experiment to study the scour hole profiles and flow characterization in a cohesive bed
downstream of apron. Rahroeyer (J 990) studied the effect of aeration on scour. Afify
and Urroz (J 993) studied the impact of jet height, nozzle impinging angle, and
diameter on the air entrainment rate. The current paper presents the experimental
results and analysis of flow characteristics and their impact on bed scour downstream
of a stilling basin for one flow scenario. A real hydraulic structure, S65E, of the South
Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) was modeled at a I :30 scale in the
hydrodynamic lab at the Michigan Tech to investigate the scenario.
SCOUR AT THE S65E
It was discovered that considerable scour had occurred downstream of the
565E control structure maintained and operated by the South Florida Water
Management District. This structure consists of a gated weir stilling basin with six
parallel lift-gates, and is the hinge-pin structure regUlating flow from the Kissimmee
River / C-38 canal into Lake Okeechobee (Gonzalez-Castro and Mohamed, 2009) .
PROCEDURE
Preliminary experiments were conducted in the hydrodynamic lab at Michigan
Tech to identify the flow scenario which yielded the most bed scour. Prior to starting
the experiment, the scour region (see Figures 1-3) was filled with fine sand and
leveled from the top of the end sill to the top of the partition separating the scour
region from the sediment trap. The flume was then filled with water to the desired
depth and a Nortek Vectrino Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) was set up to
measure scour in a location of expected deep scour until equilibrium condition were
satisfied.
Description of Laboratory Set-up
A Scour Flume at Michigan Technological University, shown in Figure 1-3,
was used to conduct the bed scour experiment. The flume is comprised of an inlet,
flow-developing, spillway/stilling basin, scour, and sediment trap, and outlet sections
(in order from upstream to down). The flume has an inside width of O.92m (3ft) and a
total inside length of I 0.18m (33 .39ft). The total flume height is 1.04m (3.41 ft) .
The bed contains 12.7mm (0 .5in) gravel to roughen the boundary layer to
ensure fully-developed flow prior to entering the spillway test section. Fullydeveloped flow was verified through the use of a Nortek Vectrino Fixed Probe
Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (AD V) in the flow developing section (AD V used for
bed elevation previously). Data was collected at various elevations with the ADV,
both at the beginning of the upward-slanted approach (x = - I 50) to the spillway and
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30cm (11.81 in) upstream (x = -180). The velocity of lateral and vertical flow was
approximately zero at all elevations . The velocity profile of longitudinal flow was
consistent with developed flow in that it was zero at the bed and increased as the
distance from the bed was increased.
The spillway is 0.457m (1.5ft) wide and was modeled at a 1:30 vertical and
longitudinal scale of a section of the SFWMD's gate structure S65E of 9.15 m (30ft)
out of the prototype spillway length of 54.9m (180ft). The spillway is 0.1m (3 .94in)
high and 0.23m (9.05in) long (Figure 4) to comply with the I :30 scale criterion. The
spillway is followed by a stilling basin consisting of two rows of 40mm (I.57in) cubic
blocks in which the blocks from each of the rows was offset from the other. At the end
of the stilling basin was a 40mm (1.57in) tall triangular sill. There is a 90° sudden
expansion of the channel downstream of the stilling basin, even though in the S65E
structure has a relatively smooth transition with sidewalls protected by rip-rap.
Downstream of the stilling basin was a 2.805m (9.20ft) long scour region filled
to the top of the end sill with fine sand with a d50 = 0.56mm. This size was chosen to
be as close as possible to the scaled size needed to model the sand size found in the
prototype without being so small that it was cohesive. The scour region had an
internal wall at the downstream end of 630mm (2.07ft) tall. The sand surface tilted
downstream at a I :30 slope to be consistent with the prototype.
Downstream of the scour section was a 1.70m (5 .58ft) long sediment trap
section where sediment settled out to keep it from re-circulating through the pump and
return piping, thereby minimizing internal pump and pipe wear. This trap was seen to
be effective in removing sediment as evidenced by the fact that virtually no sediment
was observed going into the outlet section or anywhere else in the flume, especially
going over the spillway and entering the stilling basin and scour region. The spillway
height is high enough and vertical velocities low enough to ensure this.
Next the flow entered the 900mm (2 .9 ft) long outlet section where it entered
the 0.254m (lOin) diameter outlet piping, after which it was re-circulated to the
upstream end of the flume. Flow was re-circulated by a centrifugal pump and return
plpmg.
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Figure 1. View of the flume looking upstream. (1. Gated spillway with blocks, 2.
Instument carriage, 3. Sediment scour section, 4. Guide rails for instrument
carriage, S. Float valve to ensure constant water depth during experiments, 6.
Adjustable tailgate to control downstream water level, 7. Sediment trap, 8. Pipe)
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Figure 2. View of flume upstream section. (9. Inlet piping, 10. Flow
straighteners, 11. Approach channel, 12. Gated spillway, 13. Stilling basin)
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Figure 3. Scour flume with various sections and their dimensions
Since the water level can change during an experimental run due to
evaporation or small leaks, the water level was kept constant by an adjustable float
valve comprised of a buoyant bulb attached to an adj ustable rod which triggers a valve
connected to the inlet of the city water supply piping that fills the flume to shut off and
on. This arrangement can maintain a constant water level of ±3mm. Surge protectors
were installed to reduce the effects of water hammer from the sudden closing of the
float valve.
The flow rate through the structure was controlled by a variable-speed electric
controller/centrifugal pump and measured by a two-tube manometer/side contraction
meter in the return piping. The rotation of the pump impellor is constant to within
0.005 Hz and the manometer has an accuracy of 0.79nun resulting in an accuracy of
discharge of±0.0060m3/s (0.213 fe /s).
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Figure 4. Spillway and stilling basin model
Water surface and bed profiles were measured by a point gage mounted on an
instrument carriage that slides along rails installed on the top of the flume sidewalls.
Data Collection
The flow was then started and scour was measured periodically for the entire
time to reach equilibrium using the depth function of the ADV at ten-hertz intervals.
These data were then filtered by eliminating erroneous data identified visually and
also by eliminating data which failed to satisfy minimum quality criteria. For ease of
plotting and data analysis, the filtered data were then averaged in two-minute bins for
presentation.
Flow was run for approximately 35 hours until sufficient time had elapsed for
equilibrium scour conditions to occur, as determined by there being a change in scour
depth over a 2-hr period of less than 0.5 percent. While measurements were taken at
equilibrium-scour conditions, it is assumed that similar flow patterns were active
throughout the experiment. After verifying equilibrium, the ADV was then used to
begin collecting water velocity data. Velocity data was collected along the centerline
of the flume using a grid resolution of 10 cm longitudinally and 2.5 cm vertically
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throughout the scour region of the channel. Data was collected at each point for 300
seconds at a frequency of200-hertz utilizing a sample volume height of7 mm.
The data was then processed through a series of filters to help identify
erroneous velocity data. It was difficult to construct data filters that would remove
erroneous data yet still capture internlittent vortex bursts in the flow. Trial and error
revealed that a filter removing all data with acceleration greater than that of gravity
proved most useful. After filtering, the average velocity was determined for each
vector u, v, and w. This data was then aggregated to form a 2-D slice down the center
of the channel. Plotting this data allowed the use of streamtraces to illustrate flow
characteristics. Because the channel is symmetrical, transverse flow at the channel
centerline is not expected and therefore v values are not included in this paper.
RESULTS
Uncontrolled free flow resulted in the greatest bed degradation with a scour
hole of sinlilar proportions to that observed at S65E control structure. In this flow
scenario, flow through the structure is neither impeded by the sluice gate nor buffered
by the tail water before encountering the channel bed. Flow characteristics were
detemlined by visual observation of both the flow and the ensuing scour patterns on
the channel bed and velocity measurements collected. Behavior observed visually is
the aerated nappe created by the flow exiting the stilling basin. Expectedly, flow in
this area was organized with a high velocity. This flow split into two components as it
approached the bed. A downward roller was formed with a near-bed component
flowing upstream along with plunging region downstream of the separation point. The
location of the separation point was several centimeters downstream from the bottom
of the scour hole. Flow downstream from the scour hole fonned a vertically
contracting region due to the diminishing effects from the scour hole. This behavior is
detailed with a vector plot in Figure 5, using streamtraces in Figure 6, and by dunes
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Streamtrace plot at centerline of channel.
Vertical vortices were found on both sides of the stilling basin due to the
sudden expansion in channel width . This flow separation forms a downward roller
upon contact with the channel side walls, which in tum travels down the channel sides
where it splits upon contact with the bed. Flow then splits and fonns two secondary
vortices, one upstream and the other downstream, going along the comer formed by
the channel wall and bed. This behavior was also confirmed while examining dune
structure after ending the experiment (Figure 7).
Near·bed compo nent of vertical secondary

_

Horizontal secondary vortex
:o:;.."......~======:::!.1

Figure 7. Dune structure (white is surface flow, black is near-bed flow).
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CONCLUSION
The primary scour hole was formed due to concentrated flow exiting the
stilling basin and impacting the channel bed. Scour geometry was affected by the
primary downward roller in combination with the counter rotating vortices. To a lesser
extent, numerous eddies caused by flow separation in the plan-view also contributed to
the scour geometry . Future research will include the application of scour reduction
mechanisms to the model structure in an effort to determine how their presence affect
scour hole formation.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper the results of an experimental study about effect of tailwater
depth on the characteristics of local scour at downstream of falling jets is presented.
A flume with 5m length, 25cm height and 10cm width has been established. Jets with
three shapes including; circular, square and rectangular are connected to the end of
the flume . A Siliceous bed with dso= 1.27mm, three drop heights including; 35cm,
65cm and 95cm and three tailwater depth; 6cm, 12cm and 18cm have been applied
downstream of the jet. Different analysis of the observed data showed that the
characteristics of scour-hole depend on erosion parameter, Fo/(HcIR H), and tailwater
parameter, TwIRH' Also it is considered that increasing the tailwater depth from 6cm
to 12cm and then to 18cm, at first causes increasing the depth, width and length of
scour-hole and also the length of sediments mound on the average of 104, 42, 39 and
83%, respectively, then causes decreasing these characteristics on the average of 23 ,
24, 18 and 16%, respectively. In this case the height of sediments mound at
downstream of scour-hole will increase on the average of 52%. Finally, an equation
as the scour characteristics predictor is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Jets of water that impinge on the free surface due to the flow from an outlet
situated above the free water surface are referred to as plunging jets. The overflow
through openings of dam, flow from ski jump spillways and pipe outlets are some of
the practical examples of plunging jets. The scour downstream of these hydraulic
structures is of frequent occurrence and constitutes an important field of research.
Moreover local scour can cause dam failure and endanger the safety of the dam. Due
to the complex nature of these flows and their interaction with sediment beds,
research on the erosion by jets has been mainly empirical. Abida and Townsend
(1991) accomplished a study that investigated the local scouring phenomenon in sand
bed downstream of model box culvert outlets. Maximum depth of local scour was
found to vary with the tailwater depth. But, in this experiment the lying culvert on
the bed with no drop height was applied. Nasehi (1996) performed a study in order to
consider local scour at downstream of vertical drops. On the basis of experimental
results, scour depth has direct relation with discharge and vice versa relation with
tailwater depth. Also mounds are forming at downstream of scour-hole which their
height and location depend on tailwater depth and flow discharge. Najafi and
Ghodsian (2004) have done an experimental study on downstream scour of pipe
culverts. Experimental results showed that increasing tailwater depth causes
decreasing depth and width of scour-hole, but it causes increasing the scour-hole
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length, sediments mound beight and scour-hole start point. Sarathi et al. (2005)
accomplished a study on local scour due to 3D wall jets in non-cohesive sand beds.
The results indicated that the tail water has an effect on the scour geometry at lower
tailwater conditions, however, at higher tailwater conditions, the effect was found to
be minimized. Ghodsian et al. (2006) performed experiments on the scour due to
impinging rectangular jet in uniform cohesive bed material. The results indicated that
the depth of scour initially increases by increasing the tailwater depth and then
decreases. In this paper, using dimensional analysis, a few dimensionless parameters
have been established. A flume with several experimental instruments has been set
up in the hydraulic laboratory of Shahid Charnran University, Ahwaz, Iran. The
characteristics of the downstream scour and sediment mound due to the tailwater
depth cbanges have been studied.
MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
A schematic sketch of the experimental facilities is shown in figure I. A
flume with 5m length, 25cm height and 10cm width has been established. Plexiglas
jets with 30cm length and three shapes including; circular, square and rectangular are
connected to the end of the flume. A sediment tank with 2m length, 1.5m width and
0.75m depth has been applied downstream of the jet. A slide gate is placed at the end
of the sediment tank to regulate the tailwater depth. The height of the falling jets was
set to be 35cm; 65cm and 95cm. Characteristics of the jets are presented in Table I .
In all tests, the silica with dso= 1.27mm and unit weight (y) of 2.65 gr/ cm3 was used as
the downstream bed materials. The grain size distribution curve of the materials is
shown in Figure 2. For measuring the characteristics of the scour-hole and its
downstream sediments mound, a point gauge with accuracy range of ±Imm was
used. It was placed on the rails and can be moved manually in longitudinal and
transversal directions. In all tests, it was tried to maintain the water level behind the
jets constant and equal to 15.5cm. The characteristics of the scour-hole and its
downstream mound were measured after 31 , 100 and 316 minutes, separately.
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DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Scour processes downstream of a jet outlet depend on many variables as
follows:
1) The flow characteristics including discharge (Q), velocity at jet outlet (V), the
tailwater depth (Tw ), the water density (p), the dynamic viscosity of water (Jl), the
kinematic viscosity of water (u), acceleration due to gravity (g) and the water level
behind the jet (H).
2) The bed materials characteristic parameters: the effective particle size of the bed
materials (Ds), the density of the bed materials (Ps), the geometric standard deviation
of particle sizes (a) , the fall velocity of sediments (00) , the angle of repose (<p) and the
shape factor (Sf).
3) The jet characteristics: the height of jet location to the bed level (He), the jet slope
(S), the jet length (L), the jet roughness coefficient (n), the shape of jet section
(hydraulic radius) (RH ) , the jet section area (A), and the entrance loss coefficient (k) .
Finally time (t) and the sediment tank width (B) are two other parameters effecting
the scour-hole conditions.
Thus, if'l' represents any dimensions of scour-hole and its downstream sediments
mound, then:
1fI= f(Q ,V,Tw ,p ,ji , u,g,H ,D, ,p, ,00,UJ,rp,Sr ,H, ,S,L,n,R H ,A,k,t,B)

(1)

However, for the purpose of this study some of these variables can be
disregarded, and only the more significant ones are preserved. Q and A are
eliminated since V=Q/A. Jl and u are eliminated since p=J.!Iu. 00 is eliminated since
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w=(Ps-p)gD,"/18/l. The same bed material with uniform gradation was used for all
experiments and thus <p and Sf and cr were eliminated. Hand B were considered to be
constant in all experiments and therefore were disregarded. S=O since the pipe outlet
was horizontal. k was not included because the study is limited to on type of pipe
entrance. L is eliminated since the model pipe length is too short to affect the flow.
The same pipe material was used for all experiments and thus n was eliminated in the
analysis. t was not included because we do not consider the scour-hole time changes
in this study. Therefore, Eq. (1) can be simplified to:
(2)
Upon performing dimensional analysis on Eq.(2), the following dimensionless term
is obtained:
(3)

By rearranging Eq. (3), Eq. (4) is obtained:
(4)

In Eq. (4), Fa, is the densimetric Froude Number as follow :
(5)

The scour characteristics measured in this experimental study were: the
maximum scour-hole depth (d,), the maximum scour-hole length (L,), the maximum
scour-hole width (W,), the maximum sediments mound height at the downstream of
score hole (h m ) , the maximum sediments mound length at the downstream of score
hole (L,) , the horizontal distance of start point of scour-hole from jet outlet end (Lup).
Characteristics of scour-hole and its downstream sediments mound are shown in
Figure 3.

I
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I
I
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I
1~_ !--L~_L....b.::....- 1

Figure 3. Schematic longitudinal proILIe and plan of the scour-hole
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A total of 27 experiments on 3 jet shapes with 3 fall heights and 3 different
tailwater depths were conducted. Related data of scour-hole and its downstream
sediments mound characteristics were measured after 316 minutes run of the physical
model. From the curve of scour dimensions changes to time was observed that the
scour dimensions will reach to asymptotic state almost after 316 minutes.
Observed Scour Profiles
Initially, longitudinal and lateral scour profiles, in the location of maximum
scour depth due to the tailwater depth were considered. The Influence of the tailwater
depth on scour process for rectangular jet shape and drop height of 35cm is shown in
Figure 4. In this figure in the case of constant jet section and drop height, by
increasing the tailwater depth from 6cm to 12cm and then IScm, it is observed that:
I) The scour depth is increased from 10.5cm to 16.7cm and then will decrease to
13.2cm.
2) The distance of the location of maximum scour depth from jet end will increase
from 43cm to 53cm and then to 57cm.
3) The scour width is increased from 45cm to 56cm and then will decrease to 45cm.
4) The scour length is increased from 4S.5cm to 61.5cm and then will decrease to
53cm.
5) The sediments mound height will increase from 6cm to 11.7cm and then to
14cm.
6) The distance of the location of maximum sediments mound height from jet end is
increased from 91 cm to 11 Ocm and then will decrease to 103cm.
7) The sediments mound length is increased from 30.5cm to 42cm and then will
decrease to 41 cm.
S) The distance of scour-hole start point from jet end remains approximately
constant in 2lcm, and then will increase to 26cm.
Similar figures obtained for other cases. Generally, by increasing the
tail water depth from 6cm to 12cm and then to IScm, it is observed that:
I) Initially, the depth, width and length of scour-hole increase on the average of
104, 42 and 39%, respectively, and then will decrease 23, 24 and IS%, respectively.
2) The distance of the location of maximum scour-hole depth from jet end increases
on the average of 7%.
3) The tailwater depth has noticeable influence on sediments mound height at the
downstream of scour-hole. By tailwater depth increasing, the shape and fonn of
settled sediments at the downstream of scour-hole is different. While the tailwater
depth is low, sediments will settle in unifonn state (with a constant height) at
downstream of scour-hole approximately, but for high tailwater depths, the settled
sediments fonn a climax which has steep slopes at upstream and downstream.
Because in higher tailwater depths, the released sediments will be moved easily by
water flow and will settle where the flow turbulence due to jet impinging on the bed
decrease. So they lose their energy near the water surface and fonn a climax at
downstream of the scour-hole. Generally, the increasing of tailwater depth causes
increasing downstream sediments mound height on the average of 52%.
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4) The distance of the location of the maximum sediments mound height increase
on the average 0[30% and then will decrease 12%.
5) The sediments mound length at the downstream of scour-hole initially increase
on the average of 83%, and then will decrease 16%. Because in higher tailwater
depths, climax formation will prevent the movement of released sediments to
downstream. If these sediments have no enough energy to pass over the climax, they
have to settle in the scour-hole. So that the sediments mound length will decrease.
6) Initially, the distance of scour-hole start point from jet end decrease on the
average of3% or remains constant and then will increase 20%.
7) At 12cm tailwater depth, maximum of scour characteristics are observed.
It also was observed that the movement manner and replacement of the released
particles from the bed for various cases of the tailwater depth are different. In lower
tailwater depths, released particles move vertically to the water surface, but after
losing their kinetic energy a large amount of them will settle in the scour-hole again
(ebullient manner). Whereas, in higher tailwater depths, impinging jet release
particles and will move them to the downstream. So, no ebullient manner will be
seen in the scour-hole.
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Scour Characteristics Predictor
The dimensionless parameters as determined from the dimensional analysis
were evaluated to assess their influence on scour characteristics. For this purpose a
plot was developed that showed the relation between the 'l'lHc and the erosion
parameter, Fo/(HcIR H), for three different sizes of tailwater parameter, TwIRH' In
Figure 5, a plot of the scour-hole length dimensionless parameter with respect to the
erosion parameter is shown. Similar plots were developed for other scour-hole and its
downstream sediments mound characteristics. A regression line for the best fit is
drawn for each tail water ratio. The best equation form for each tailwater ratio was the
power form as; y=ax b , Where y is variable with 'l'lHc and x is independent parameter
of Fo/(HcIRJ-I), a and b are experimental constant parameters. Table 2 includes scourhole length ratio for different tailwater ratios .
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Table 2. Equations coefficients for different tailwater ratios
Scour characteristics
T,JR H
a
b
7,8
5.615
1.015
4.827
14,16
0.777
Ls/Hc
21,24
4.817
0.874

R2
0.989
0.986
0.982

It is observed that with increasing of Fo/(HcfRH) for different ratios of T,vfR H,
the parameter of If'lHc is increasing. Also it is found that for a constant value of
Fo/(HcIRH), the greatest values of dslHc, Ls/H" WsfHc and L,IHc parameters occurred
at TwIRH= 14, 16 and the greatest values of hmlH e and Lup/He parameters occurred at
T,vfRH=21 ,24. In order to present a united equation for all ratios of T,vfR~(, a general
form of the equation is as follows:
If'
He

=0

T". b( Fo )e
(R;; ) H ) R H

(6)

The coefficient of c can be a function of TwIRH. For evaluating the coefficient
of c, four states of the function of TwlRH must be taken into consideration (Table 3).
To determine the best form of the coefficient of c to be assigned to equation 6, the
following equation can be used to minimize prediction error:

(7)

Where E is error term between observed and computed values, Yobserved and
YeompulCd are observed and computed values of considered parameter, respectively,
and N is number of parameters. Optimum values of equation coefficients, for various
forms of Fo/(HcfR~D exponent, as an example for scour-ho le length , is shown in table
3.
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Table 3. Coefficients of equation (6) and rate of error percent for various forms
scourh oe
I Ienot h)
0 f F 0I(H ,IR H) exponent (
Exponent
R2
E%
a
b
c
d
form
0.098
0.892
0.913
11.404
c
3.981
0.842
15.433
c(Tw/RH)
0.124
1.336
0.051
(T,v/R H)'
4.736
0.028
-0.046
0.915
12.304
c(Tw/RH)d
-0.468
26.992 -0.626
3.015
0.923
9.959
It is observed that when the exponent form is c(T,J RH)d, the error term will
be minimized. Similar tables were developed for other scour-hole and its
downstream sediments mound characteristics. A general form of the scour
characteristics prediction equation is as follows:

(8)

Optimum values of the equation coefficients for other scour characteristics, is
shown in table 4. In figure 6, a plot of the observed scour-hole length with respect to
the computed values is shown. Similar plots were developed for other scour-hole and
its downstream sediments mound characteristics. It is observed that the computed
values of scour-hole length have the least variance with observed values.
Table 4. Summery of coefficients and error percent of estimation
other scour characteristics
Scour
a
d
c
b
characteristics
154.261
-1.791
-1.254
21.937
ds
103.816
-1.248
8.255
-0.929
Ws
-0.322
hm
2.992
3.903
-0.508
113 .849
-1.322
-1.016
L,
11.378
0.501
0.358
0.278
0.211
LUD

equation of
R2

E%

0.931
0.902
0.962
0.905
0.856

11.044
11.233
6.863
10.8
7.996

Figure 6. Comparison between observed and computed values of scour length
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CONCLUSION
This experimental study investigated the effect of tailwater depth on the
characteristics of local scour at downstream of falling jets. The following conclusions are
derived:
I. The characteristics of scour-hole and its downstream sediments mound depend on
erosion parameter, Fo/(H,IRH)' and tail water parameter, TwIRH'
2. The tailwater depth has significant influence on sediments mound height. In lower
tailwater depths, sediments will settle in uniform state (with a constant height) at
downstream of scour-hole, but in higher tailwater depths, the settled sediments form a
climax which has steep slopes at upstream and downstream.
3. The tailwater depth changes have double influences on scour characteristics.
Increasing the tailwater depth from 6cm to 12cm causes increasing the depth, width and
length of scour-hole and so the length of sediments mound on the average of 104, 42, 39
and 83%, respectively. But increasing the tailwater depth from 12cm to 18cm causes
decreasing these characteristics on the average of23 , 24, 18 and 16%, respectively.
4. Generally, the increasing of tailwater depth from 6cm to 12cm and then to 18cm,
causes increasing sediments mound height on the average of 52%.
5. A general form of the scour characteristics prediction equation for all tailwater ratios is
as follows:

It is observed that the computed values by this equation have the least variance with

observed values.
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ABSTRACT
Time-to-time interactive features among waves, currents and dynamic
morphology changes are essential to quantitatively determine the beach erosion
problems. This study puts special focus on the impact of dynamically changing beach
profiles on the wave and current properties. We first developed a new set of imagecapturing techniques that enabled us to obtain high-resolution quantitative data sets of
waves, currents and bottom bed profiles both in time and space domains . In a 2D
wave flume, multiple high-speed cameras and normal video cameras were installed
beside the flume to capture the time-varying bottom bed profiles and spatial
distributions of instantaneous current velocity and surface water fluctuations across
the entire surf zone. Brightness of the obtained image was transferred to the
instantaneous suspended sediment concentrations. The obtained data sets successfully
describe the formation and onshore movement of the bars until they reach to the
equilibrium state.
INRTODUCTION
As the wave shoals on the sloping beach in the surf zone, its profile
dramatically changes. Initially, waves slow down in the surf zone and starts gaining
height as they propagate on sloping beach until they reach to a breaking depth where
waves are forced to break. At this height, wave crest deforms to forward-leaning
profile and yields surface roller that collapses in front of the wave crest. This
complicated nonlinear phenomenon of wave breaking generates turbulence which
plays vital role in transferring wave energy, momentum, and mass fluxes into the
water body in the surf zone (Huang et aI., 2009). The generated turbulence reaches to
the bottom and picks up bottom sediments in suspension. Suspended sediments are
then transported by instantaneous and mean current velocity and cause morphology
changes which, in turn, affect the nearshore hydrodynamics. This interactive process
continues until the beach reaches to a state of equilibrium.
To predict the beach erosion and topography changes along beach with a
greater accuracy, detailed knowledge of the flow parameters such as spatial-temporal
surface water elevations, the corresponding internal flow dynamics and particularly
their interactions with morphology are crucial. Other important parameters, such as
time averaged currents, turbulence and sediment transport can readily be estimated
based on obtained spatial instantaneous current velocities.
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Our understandings of near-surf-physics are usually based on quantitative
measurements carried out during several laboratory studies. However, most of these
experimental studies are limited to wave breakings on uniformly sloping fixed bed
beaches. Traditionally, two types of techniques have often been used to investigate
changes in water surface profile of waves and its underwater dynamics. The first
approach is to apply point measurement techniques such as Acoustic Doppler
Velocimetry, (ADV) or Laser Doppler Velocimetery, (LDV) in combination with
wave gauges ( e.g. , Elgar et aI., 2005, Stive, 1980, Nadaoka et aI. , 1989. Ting and
Kirby, 1996, Cox and Kobayashi , 2000, Shin and Cox, 2006 and Longo, 2009). Over
equilibrium profile of natural sandy beaches, Hurther, et al. (2007) used ADV and
optical back scatters (OBS) to study the turbulent energy production and dissipation
under broken irregular waves. The second approach is full-field measurements by the
use of the state of art Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique. Recently, studies
by Govender et. al., (2002), Govender et. al. (2004), Kimmoun and Branger (2007)
demonstrated the skills of full-field PIV measurements over sloping fixed bed
beaches in wave flumes. The results are overwhelming and present details about the
fluctuating velocity components and various features of turbulence kinetic energy
such as dissipation, production, advection, convection during various wave phases. In
order to capture the interactive features of changing bed profiles and surrounding
wave and current fields, it is essential to obtain synchronized high-resolution data sets
of both current and bottom bed profiles.
Therefore, the present study aims to develop a new set of image-capturing
techniques that enable us to obtain synchronized high-resolution quantitative data sets
of waves, currents and movable bottom bed profiles both in the time and space
domains across the entire surf zone. High speed video cameras (HSVCs) and normal
video cameras are utilized to reveal the instantaneous current velocity, surface water
fluctuation and bottom bed evolution by the use of Boundary Detection Technique
(BDT) coupled with PIV technique. In our data sets we successfully captured the
migration of ripples, formation of sand bars from the plane sloping bed and
interaction of currents and topographic changes.
EXPE~ENTALSETUPSANDPROCEDURES

The laboratory experiments were performed in a 30m long, 0.6m wide, and
0.8m deep 2D wave flume at the University of Tokyo. Progressive waves were
generated by piston-type wave maker located at one end of the flume. A schematic
diagram of wave flume and apparatus is shown in figure 1. Three HSVCs and two
normal video cameras were mounted near the glass waIl as shown in figure 1. HSVCs
were used to determine spatial distributions of instantaneous current velocity field on
a 1110 sloping movable sandy bed of uniform sand grains (Dso=0.24mm), while
normal video camera were mounted to obtain surface water elevations and bottom bed
profile. HSVCs employed in experiments were Casio EX-FH20 that captures images
with frame rates of 120 fps and resolutions of 640x480 pixels. A laser sheet was also
introduced from the top to illuminate the suspended sand particles and no special
seeding particles were utilized. Laser sheet was set 2 cm away and parallel to the
glass wall to avoid the side wall effects if any.
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The spatial size of field of views (FOYs) by each HSYCs was 190x1SOmm,
whereas the spatial sizes of nonnal video camera I (outside of the surf zone) and
video camera 2 (swash zone) were kept as 430x2S0mm and 230x 130mm respectively.
Spatial bench marks were also marked inside FOYs of each camera to rectify the
image results during the analysis. FOYs recorded by 3 HSYCs, were later used to
determine velocity field distribution over the entire surf zone while surface water
elevations and bottom bed profile were computed from images of all five cameras
based on BDT.

y

¥'FOV s

'- r'"

x

V ideo Camera I

Figure I: Schematic diagram of wave flume showing apparatus setup and connection
details. (All dimensions are in 'em ' )
Five wave gauges (one at offshore (WG I), one just outside the surf zone
(WG2), two inside the surf zone (WG3 & WG4) and the other one in the swash zone
(WGS) were installed for the purpose of validation of BDT. In addition, ADY was
also installed outside the breaking point to calibrate the present PIV.
Monochromatic incident waves with heights of 3.31cm and period of Isec
were generated where the water depth was 30cm. The surf similarity parameter of the
incident wave conditions correspond to a plunging type breaker. PIV-based
measurements were carried out for about seven minutes and covered 0.S7 meters
around the breaking point where a bar was fonned and moved onshore-ward. To
synchronize image data in all these cameras, a high intensity flash was popped up at
the end of recordings that was readily detected in each FOY.

DATA ANALYSIS
Calibration and Validation of PI V
Since accurate velocity estimation skills using PIV essentially rely on the
detenninations of window sizes, within which best-fit pixel patterns are searched
based on correlations of two successive images, the optimum window size was first
calibrated through the comparisons with measured velocities by ADY. Since the
installation of ADY probe affected the images for PIV, we perfonned separate
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experiments respectively for measurements by PIV and ADV after the beach profiles
reached to the equilibrium state. In these calibration experiments, both ADV and PlY
recorded 20 waves exactly at the same location .
A PlY algorithm, based on enhanced Minimum Quadratic Different (MQD)
method (Ahmed & Sato, 200 I), was applied for various combinations of interrogation
and searching window sizes. The best match conditions (interrogation window size
of 69x69 pixels and searching window size of 49x49 pixels) were adopted and
comparison of results after removal of high frequency noise based on Fast Fourier
Transform (fft) are shown in figure 2. Figure 2 compares both horizontal and vertical
velocity components measured and estimated by ADV and PlY, respectively.
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Figure 2: Comparison of PlY computation with ADV measurement for horizontal
velocity u, and vertical velocity w.
The PlY shows excellent agreement for both horizontal and vertical velocities.
Relatively high noises found in vertical velocity were due to mismatching of PlY
correlation under small velocities of particles and high near bed suspension of
sediment. Root-mean-square errors of measured and estimated velocity components
in horizontal and vertical directions are 2.6 and 3.2 cm/sec respectively.

Boundary Detection Technique
This study also developed a Boundary Detection Technique (BDT) , which
captured the temporal and spatial high resolution data of surface water elevations and
bottom bed profiles over the entire surf zone. In BDT, RGB information of each
image is utilized to obtain threshold values at water-air and water-sand boundaries,
respectively. The logic behind the detection of the boundary is to identify the position
of pixel where the representative value (say C) equals the threshold value (C lh ) . The
following figure 3(a) shows typical image recorded by HSVC, while 3(b) shows the
detected boundaries of surface water and bed bottom in solid lines and the
instantaneous velocity fields obtained by PlY in vectors.
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Figure 3: (a).Typical image recorded by HSVC. (b). Water-air and water-sand
boundaries detected by BDT (in solid lines) and instantaneous velocity vectors
estimated by PIV algorithm.
For validation of BDT, temporal data of surface water elevations from four wave
gauges (WG2, WG3, WG4, and WG5) mounted at various positions are compared
with BDT results (see figure 4).
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Figure 4: Comparison of water surface elevation, 7J extracted from images using BDT
and those recorded by wave gauges at four different locations around the surf zone.
The comparison shows robustness of BDT for measurements of the surface
water elevations compared with the one recorded by each wave gauges. Since BDT is
sensitive to the local brightness of pixel, therefore air bubbles that develop at the
water surface as a result of wave breaking may cause some fluctuations as observed in
the comparison of WG5 data. Later, a similar procedure is readily adopted for
detection of water-sand boundary and to extracted high resolution bottom bed profiles
in temporal and spatial domains.
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DYNAMIC CHANGES OF MEASURED BED PROFILES AND VELOCITIES
Developed image-capturing techniques were applied for the experimental case
respectively at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 minutes after the initiation of waves. During the first
five minutes, bottom bed profiles and waves were dynamically changed and nearly
reached to the equilibrium conditions. At each time (every minute), images of ten
waves were used for estimations of detailed velocity components.
Dynamic Changes of Bottom Bed Profiles
To obtain the bottom bed profile, BDT was applied to the images captured by
all the cameras. Based on the known spatial locations at bench marks inside FOVs,
obtained boundaries in each image were combined to yield single lines of the bed
profiles across the entire surf zone at every time. Figure 5 shows morphology change
at I , 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 minutes after the initiation of the wave generation.
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Figure 5: Spatial and temporal variation of bottom bed profile extracted using BDT
from the image data recorded with three HSVCs.
As seen in figure 5, BDT successfully captured the bar formation and its
onshore migration. It is interesting to observe that the bar was formed quickly within
the first two minutes while the onshore movement of the bar was relatively slow but
continued until six minutes after the initiation of the wave generation (see region
recorded by HSVC 2). Meanwhile, ripples generated outside of the surf zone, seen in
HSVCl, show continuous onshore migrations. Further, in the area observed in
HSVC3, rapid erosion in near-shore region was observed during the first four minutes.
After four minutes, bed profile in the area of HSVC 3 was stabilized while the bar in
HSVC 2 still showed onshore migrations.
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Characteristics of Current Velocities and Suspended Sediments over the Bar
In order to investigate the characteristics of the current and suspended
sediment concentrations on the changing movable beds around the bar, six points, we
applied PIV at PI , P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6, shown in figure 5, at times, I min, when the
bar was being developed, 4min, when the bar was fully developed, and 5 & 6 min
when the bar was moving shore-ward. The elevation of the observation point was kept
constant at 30 pixels (I cm) above the movable bed whose elevation changes at
different time. At each point, horizontal current velocities, u and image brightness, C,
which represents the suspended sediment concentrations, were extracted. According
to Liu (2005), image brightness and the suspended sediment concentrations have
nearly linear relationships under the uniform lighting conditions without the use of
additional seeding particles except bottom sand grains for PIV. Figure 6 shows the
averaged time profiles of u and C at different time and locations.
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Figure 6: Averaged time profile of horizontal current velocity u (bold lines) and
corresponding image brightness, C (dash lines) at PI, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6 (placed
horizontally from left to right) after 1, 4, 5 and 6 minutes (placed vertically from top
to bottom).
When the absolute values of the horizontal velocity components are relatively
small especially seen during the offshore flow , the present PIV appears to yield
unreliable velocity estimations due to pixel resolutions of the present setups. However,
the points across the sand bar i.e., from PI to P3, yielded somewhat reliable velocity
profiles . Figure 7 shows the estimated mean current velocity and mean suspended
sediment concentrations at PI, P2 and P3.
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Suspended Sediment transport over the Bar
Net suspended sediment transport rate is quantified by time-averaging the
depth-integrated product of u and C, i.e._

q, = 'JuCdZ

(I)

o

with z, upward elevation from the bottom. Note that integration range was limited up
to the wave trough level, h" under the assumption that there is nearly no suspended
sediments above the trough level. The net q, may then be decomposed into two parts_
Itl

'11_

11/----::;;

JuCdz = JuCdz + JuCdz = q" + q"

o

0

(2)

0

with ~ & C , the time-averaged components of u and C, and u & C, time-fluctuations
of u and C around their time-averaged components, i.e_, u = U + u and C = C + C .
Figure 8 shows the estimated components of suspended sediment transport
rates, qs, qs/ and qs2 at different locations and times. The figure 8 also shows the
changing local bottom slopes estimated from the extracted bed profiles. Here the
bottom slope is expressed in positive value when the water depth is increasing in the
shoreward and the horizontal distance used for estimation of the bottom slope was
represented by the excursion amplitude of the bottom orbital velocity.
As seen in the figure 8, qs/, i.e., the depth-integrated product of u & C ,
dominate qs2, the time-averaged product of u & C under all conditions. The net
sediment transport, qs, at all three points are shoreward and the magnitude of qs at P2
was greater than the others, PI and P3 from t=I min to 2 min. As a result of this
unbalance, bottom bed was eroded between P2 and P3 and accumulated between PI
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and P2. After t=3min, in contrast, net transport at all three locations seems
approximately uniform suggesting a temporary equilibrium similar to that observed
during morphology changes of bottom bed at corresponding time. At t=4 min,
furthermore, the higher offshore ward transport at P3 relative to P2 caused initiation
of shoreward sand bar movement.
The depth-integrated product of mean components, qs/, shows strong
correlation with the location relative to the bar crest. At P2, for instance, the seaward
qs/ dramatically increases as the sand bar moves shoreward and the relative location
of P2 approached to the bar crest. While qs/ shows clear correlation with the relative
location to the sand bar, qs2, the component of fluctuating suspended sediment
transport rates appear to show correlation with the local bottom slope especially
during the first four minutes. Until four minutes, increase or decrease of qs2 surely
correspond to the increase or decrease of the bottom slope. It is however interesting to
point out that this correlation breaks after five minutes when the movement of the
sand bar became predominant.
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Figure 8: Temporal Variation of uC (fig.9a), u.C (fig. 9b) and u' C' (fig9c) at PI and
P2 and P3. Fig.9d shows the corresponding local bed slope computed across
horizontal excursion amplitude of water particle. (Note: A positive value of slope
represents downwards slope and vice versa.)

CONCLUSION
This study developed a new set of image-capturing techniques that successfully
obtained the high-resolution quantitative data sets of waves, currents and bottom bed
profiles both in the time and space domains. Boundary Detection Technique
successfully captured the phenomenon of bar formation and its onshore migration
along with ripple migrations.
Change of the time-profiles of current velocity as well as suspended sediment
concentrations were estimated and, based on these profiles, the time-averaged
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components of net suspended sediment transport rates were computed and compared.
The total net suspended sediment transport rates reasonably explained the
morphology change around the sand bar. The net suspended sediment transport rates
were decomposed into two parts, mean-component, qsl , and the fluctuation
components, qs2. The mean components dominantly determined the total net
suspended sediment transport rates and their magnitudes show clear correlations with
the relative locations to the sand bar crest. While the magnitude was relatively small,
the fluctuating component showed clear correlations with the local bottom slopes
especially before the shoreward movement of the developed sand bar. Further
improvements of the image-capturing system and investigations of obtained highresolution data sets of current, suspended sediments and corresponding bottom
topography should be achieved in the future research.
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ABSTRACT
There are several types of groyne such as T-type and L-type groynes. These
groynes have been empirically constructed worldwide according to several
environments. Because the sand transported from the groynes largely affects on the
formation of sand wave, the morphological phenomena should be considered
systematically and in detail. In this study, the characteristics on changes of bed
configuration due to T and L-type groynes are experimentally revealed comparing
with the experimental results of I-type groynes.
Experiments were conducted in a straight flume with a sand box to make a
movable bed. To cover a large measurement area at the downstream of groyne, a
long-range laser displacement sensor was used. The bed configurations are accurately
measured by the measuring system. Experimental results show that the maximum
scour depth changes greatly with the groyne types. The difference of bed form
downstream of the groyne is seen in development and sand waves.
INTRODUCTION
Groynes have been used for the stabilization of banks, creating a navigation
channel by confining the cross-sectional area and improving habitat of flora and
fauna, especially for large rivers worldwide. The most important phenomena are local
flow and local scour around the groyne tip. Therefore, sediment transport and its
related erosion (or scour) phenomena around the groynes have been studied
experimentally and numerically in rivers and coastal regions (The earlier studies by
Garde et al. 1961 , Gill 1972, Kuhnle et al. 2002). The former studies focused mainly
on local scour phenomena around strait (I-type) groynes. There are several types of
groyne such as T-type and L-type groynes which have been empirically constructed
worldwide according to several environments in rivers. However, a little information
is obtained on changes of bed configuration as well as local scour around the different
shaped groynes. Because the sand transported from the groynes largely affects on the
formation of sand wave far downstream area, these phenomena should be also
considered systematically and in detail.
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Optical Scale
Sensor (x)

Figure 1 Experimental Setup
In this study, the characteristics on changes of bed configuration around the T
or L-type groynes are experimentally revealed comparing with the experimental
results of I-type groynes. Experiments were conducted in a straight flume with a sand
box at middle of the flume to make a movable bed. To cover a large measurement
area at the downstream of groyne, a long-range laser displacement sensor was used to
measure the bed configuration and an optical scale sensor was used to measure the
position of laser displacement sensor. The bed levels of downstream area are
immediately and accurately measured by the measuring system.
Experimental results show that the maximum scour depth changes greatly
with the groyne types and the scour depth for the L-type groyne becomes much
smaller than that of I-type groyne. The difference of bed form downstream of the
groyne is seen in development and length of sand waves is discussed below.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experiments were conducted in a 20m long, 50cm wide and 50cm deep
straight flume as shown in Figure I. In this flume, water discharge and flow depth are
controlled by a V-notch weir and a movable gate at the end of flume, respectively. A
sand box with a 2m long and 10cm height is installed at middle of the flume and
small sand (mean diameter d",=0.3mm) is filled up in the box to make a movable bed.
A scale groyne models were installed on the sand bed . The sizes and shapes of scale
model are indicated in Figure 2 and Table 1. All models were made from vinylchloride plate with 2cm thickness. There are two L-type groyne models. One is
heading upstream (LU), and the other is heading downstream (LD). Stream-wise
lengths (Lf ) are 10cm for I-type and T-type groyne models, 6cm and 10cm for L-type
groyne models. Span-wise lengths (Lg) are 10cm for all cases .
To cover a large measurement area at the downstream of groyne, a long-range
laser displacement sensor (KEYENCE LB-300) was used to measure the bed
configuration and an optical scale sensor (KEYENCE VP-90) was used to measure
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Ta ble 1. Exoerimental Conditions
Case

I

T

LU6

LU10

LD6

LD10

Type of Groyne Shape

I-type

T-type

LU-type

LU-type

LD-type

LD-type

Stream-wise Length of
groyne model Lr(em)

-

10

6

10

6

10

Bulk Mean Velocity Vo

21.0

lem/see\
Flow Depth (em)

10.0

Flow Condition

Emerged
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T -type
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Figure 2 Shapes of Groyne Model

Figure 3. Displacement and Scale Sensors with Traverse
the position (x, y) of laser displacement sensor as shown in Figure 3. The bed levels
of downstream area are immediately and accurately measured by means of this
measuring system.
The hydraulic conditions are shown in Table I. All experimental cases are
under non-submerged condition and the water depth (h) is !Ocm. As seen in Table I,
each case is called such as T-type (T), L-type heading upstream with 10cm length
(LUIO), L-type heading downstream with 6cm length (LD6) and so on. A constant
bulk mean (inflow) velocity is applied as v=2lcmlsec for all experimental cases .
These experiments are conducted under clear water scour condition without any sand
supply from inlet at upstream end. The experiments start from flat bed condition and
bed configuration was measured after 60min because the scour depth around the tip
of I-type groyne becomes stable condition after 60min as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Time variation of local scour depth around the tip of I-type groyne

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Local scour process around groyne tip. Local scouring obviously occurs at the
upstream of groyne tip due to vertically-downstream flow. Figure 5 shows the bed
configurations after 60min around the all types of groyne. In addition, Figure 6 shows
the relationship between maximum scour depth and groyne shape.
Comparing with scour depths of all cases, the maximum scour depth is the
smallest around L-type groyne heading upstream with lOcm stream-wise length (case
LUI0). On the other hand, the maximum scour depths for the other cases become
larger than that of I-type groyne. It can be considered that the maximum depth
becomes smaller in proportion to area of dead zone at upstream side of groyne. These
phenomena seem to be related with vertically-downstream flow at upstream side of
groyne which is smaller than that of I-type groyne. In other words, it means the shear
stresses between the two zones become smaller in LUI0 case._As a result, amount of
suspended sediment from the dead zones decreases.
On the other hand, the scour depths of cases (T, LD6 and LD 10) are showing
the almost same level whereas the scour depth around L-type groyne is smaller in
longer case (LU 10) as seen in Figure 6. It can be seen from Figure 5 that area of scour
hole is related with scour depth and expand forming concentric circle.

Morphological changes downstream side of groyne. In the downstream area behind
groynes, suspended sediment is transport from scouring hole and then local
deposition area is formed. Afterward, local scouring is formed behind the local
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deposition area successively then a sand wave is formed . Figure 7 shows the locations
of maximum local deposition estimated from each sand waves as seen in Figure 5.
Comparing with T and L groyne-type cases CT, LU6, LUIO, LD6 and LDIO),
the maximum local deposition of case LD6 is located with some distance downstream
from the groyne whereas it located near the groyne tip for the other cases. In addition,
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the bed confi guration in this case is similar to that of I-type groyne. As for the case
LDIO, the maximum deposition occurs at the downstream end of the groyne and
distributed with belt-shaped deposition. In the cases of T, LU6 and LU 10, significant
deposition is seen in cross-wise direction and is distributed surrounding scour hole.
Figure 8 shows average wave length (Le) and average wave height (He) for all
cases. According to results from Ashida & Michiue (1972) for criterion of sand wave
configuration, the wave length and height of present cases are estimated as 10.62<
Le< 14.70 , 1.51 < He<2.79 . As the result, the bed configurations of Figure 5 belong to
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lower flow regime and are ripples or dunes. Figure 9 shows the direction of
development of sand wave. The sand wave of case T, LU6 and LUI0 develop to the
opposite wall side whereas the sand wave of case I and LD6 develop to the same
direction.
As the result, the location of local deposition is affected by the location of
local scour. In case that the local scour occurs at upstream-side of groyne, the
deposition forms surrounding the scouring area. On the other hand, in case that local
scour occurs at downstream side of groyne, the deposition forms with some distance
from the groyne. As seen in Figures 6 and 8, wave length and wave height become
smaller as the maximum scour depth is larger, and the opposite property is also seen.
It is considered that such tendency is related with location of local deposition.
Because the deposition located at downstream in case I, LD6 and LDIO, suspended
sediment is floating for a long time and deposits on far area from groyne then the
wave length and wave height become larger. Also, the direction of sand-wave
development shows similar relation. In case that deposition area located at upstream
side such as case T, LU6 and LUI0, sand-wave develops to direction to the opposite
wall side comparing with case I.
CONCLUSION
In the present study, the characteristics of local scour and bed configuration
downstream of several types of groyne are experimentally discussed. As a result, the
scour depth becomes large for L-type groyne heading downstream and local
deposition occurs with some distance from the groyne. In case of L-type groyne
heading upstream, the local scour becomes smaller. However, wave length and wave
height becomes larger and sand wave develops to opposite wall side.
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